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Abstract 
The critical radius of insulation is a counterintuitive concept within the study of heat transfer. The 
theory states that adding insulation to a cylindrical or spherical object will increase the rate of heat 
loss rather than decrease it, if the radius (thickness) of the insulation is at its “critical” value. The 
Critical Radius of Insulation Senior Project is designed to demonstrate this phenomenon to Heat 
Transfer students via a portable apparatus. The concept will be demonstrated with a cylindrical 
object which is heated by way of a separate voltage source. Thermocouples will display the 
temperature of the cylinder while insulation is added along with ambient air temperature, showing 
a distinct decrease in temperature caused by the addition of insulation. The design team conducted 
preliminary experiments using 1Ω, 2Ω, and 10Ω power resistors in an attempt to demonstrate the 
critical radius theory and evaluate the viability of using power resistors as the heated cylinder. The 
experiments were unsuccessful in demonstrating the critical radius theory but showed that the 
prototype setup was a viable design that could demonstrate this theory if the insulation material, 
insulation thickness, and power resistor diameter were properly modified. Based on the 
preliminary testing and analysis, a conceptual prototype model was developed. After further 
testing, the team determined that power resistors would take too long to reach steady state 
temperatures for a short classroom demonstration and that the diameters of the resistors were too 
large to demonstrate this theory with the appropriate experimental margin. 
Other studies were conducted using different heated cylinders starting with Calrod® heating 
elements. Testing was conducted with these heaters and 3D printed PLA insulation with great 
success. The heat loss for this setup was greater with the insulation than without, so the team used 
this heater and insulation combination to create a functioning structural prototype. Once the 
structural prototype was constructed and thoroughly tested, the team was able to successfully 
create a portable demonstration apparatus that physically shows the critical radius of insulation 
theory at work. This document details the iterative design process used to achieve the final design, 
the final design description, the manufacturing process used to build the final design, the 
verification and testing process, and conclusions about the overall project and the teams 
experience. 
The team’s overall objectives for this project are to first understand the concept of the critical 
radius of insulation and the experimental variables and assumptions that are important to proving 
it. The next step is to design and build an apparatus that can be used as a classroom demonstration 
and test this apparatus to ensure it is safe, easy to use, and clearly demonstrates critical radius 
theory. A supplemental handout also needs to be created to simply describe the theory to Heat 
Transfer students that will be witnessing this demonstration. 
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rcr – critical radius – in [mm] 
q – rate of heat transfer – BTU [W] 
ri – inner radius of the insulation – in [mm] 
ro – outer radius of the insulation – in [mm] 














Tbare – cylinder temperature of the bare radial system – °F [°C] 
Tins – cylinder temperature of the insulated radial system – °F [°C] 
 ΔT – change in temperature with and without insulation – °F [°C] 
Tm – mean film temperature – °F [°C] 
Qbare – rate of heat transfer from the bare radial system – BTU [W] 
Qins – rate of heat transfer from the insulated radial system – BTU [W] 




The critical radius phenomenon proves that the addition of insulation to a cylindrical or spherical 
object will increase the rate of heat transfer rather than decrease it, only up to a certain radius 
known as the critical radius of insulation. This effect occurs because adding insulation increases 
the surface area exposed to convection, thus decreasing the convection heat transfer resistance. 
This decrease in convection resistance overrides the increase in conduction resistance caused by 
adding insulation up to the critical radius, after which adding more insulation will decrease the 
heat transfer rate and act as insulation is expected to. A simple analogy is to imagine someone 
putting on a jacket of ‘critical’ thickness that actually makes the person colder rather than warmer 
because a larger surface area is exposed to the air. The critical radius is calculated by dividing the 
thermal conductivity of the insulation, k, by the heat transfer coefficient, h and is represented in 
the remainder of the report using the equation 𝑟./ =
1
2
. In order to maximize the critical radius, it 
is ideal to have a relatively large k and small h.  
The sponsor, Cal Poly professor Russ Westphal, is requesting a device to give a physical classroom 
demonstration of the critical radius of insulation theory to his Heat Transfer students to prove that 
the theory is applicable in real life. This report details the background research, objectives of the 
project, concept design with preliminary test results, the final design, manufacturing process, and 
design verification process. The background section covers the interview with the sponsor and 
potential users, existing products that accomplish some of the required functions, relevant patents, 
and component research on parts that will be used in the chosen design. The objectives section 
contains the problem statement, customer wants and needs, and Quality Function Deployment 
(QFD) process. The concept design section contains the team’s concept generation, idea selection, 
and a detailed description of the chosen design concept. The final design section contains a detailed 
description of the group’s final design with detailed drawings of subsystems and components along 
with a discussion addressing how the design with meet the specifications. The manufacturing 
section will include the part procurement process, manufacturing steps, and operations for the 
Verification Prototype along with recommendations for future production based on the team’s 
experience. The design verification section details how the team tested the Verification Prototype 
to ensure that it meets each of the specifications and numerical data collection and analysis for 
several tests. The project management section covers the relevant project need dates and the 
expected next steps in the process. The following are the overall objectives for the project: 
1) Understand the concept of critical radius of insulation. 
2) Conduct several rounds of preliminary testing to understand the real heat transfer effects 
that will be used in the design (h, k, and various assumptions). 
3) Design and build apparatus that can be used as classroom demonstration. 
4) Test apparatus to ensure it is safe, easy to use, clearly demonstrates critical radius theory. 
5) Create supplemental handout to simply describe the theory to Heat Transfer students. 
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2.0 Background 
The critical radius of insulation is a theory that relies on several assumptions that are not 
necessarily valid in most situations. These assumptions include the following: contact resistance 
is negligible, heat transfer coefficient, h, is fixed and independent of radius, radiation is negligible, 
and heat flow is in the radial direction. In order to make the critical radius large enough to be 
physically replicated, it is beneficial to have a small heat transfer coefficient, relatively large 
thermal conductivities, and small tube diameters [1]. In previous experiments conducted to 
determine the critical radius, the experiments assumed air gaps in insulation are neglected and 
there is no other heat transfer other than the radial heat flow to the surface of the insulation [2]. 
Through technical research it was also confirmed that there is an inverse linear relationship 
between the insulation diameter and heat transfer coefficient which will be used when developing 
the model [3]. Although radiation is neglected in the initial assumptions, the critical radius 
phenomenon is still theoretically possible if there is a high radiation heat loss; however, it must be 
solved numerically since the solution is non-linear [4]. Also, one of the ways the critical radius 
could be demonstrated is through temperature change with thermocouples. A study [5] showed 
that the electrical insulation of a thermocouple does not affect the heat transfer along the 
thermocouple wire. The governing equation for this experiment is rc=k/h, and it is ideal to achieve 
the largest possible rc value in order to have adequate margin between theoretical and experimental 
values. 
2.1 Existing Products 
1. Critical Radius of Insulating Material (Swarg Systems and Instruments) – This product can 
be used for experiments such as determining the thermal resistance and critical radius of insulating 
material. It consists of a metal cylinder heated by a nichrome heater and insulated by glass wool 
and aluminum foil. Temperature is then measured by thermocouples. This product is manufactured 
by Swarg Systems and Instruments and costs $982 as in Reference [1]. 
 
Figure 1. Image of Critical Radius of Insulating Material Apparatus Made by Swarg Systems and 
Instruments. 
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2. Critical Radius of Insulating Material (Mechmatics) – This product is similar to the first in 
that it can be used to determine the critical radius for insulated cylinders. It accomplished this by 
finding the heat transfer coefficient and thermal conductivity of the insulation. Neither of these 
products necessarily demonstrates the critical radius, but rather they merely find the value of said 
radius based on the insulation properties. This product is manufactured by Mechmatics and costs 
$557.13 as in Reference [2]. 
 
Figure 2. Image of Critical Radius of Insulating Material Apparatus Made by Mechmatics. 
3. Experimental Setup from Analysis for critical radius of insulation for a Cylinder [3] – 
Experiment uses resistive heater, inside of a copper tube with asbestos insulation. Easy to operate, 
but again setup is used to determine the critical radius of a material rather than demonstrate it. 
Apparatus is also not easily portable and there was not any cost analysis mentioned in Reference 
[3]. 
 
Figure 3. Schematic Diagram from Analysis for Critical Radius of Insulation for a Cylinder 
Article. 
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4. Experimental Setup from Optimum Insulation Thickness: Radial Heat Conduction through 
Insulated Pipe [4] – This experimental setup is similar to the previous three in that it is used to 
find the critical radius of insulation. This setup uses ceramic zirconium oxide insulation with a 
copper pipe and K-type thermocouples. This experimental setup measures heat transfer from the 
pipe and uses variable insulation thicknesses with free convection. Again, there was not any cost 
analysis mentioned in Reference [4]. The outer diameter of the copper pipe used as the cylinder is 
32mm and it is heated using a resistive heater located in the hollow center of the pipe. The 
zirconium oxide insulation has a thermal conductivity of 1.7W/mK, which is a relatively high 
value for most insulation materials. The insulation has a thickness of 3mm and was applied to the 
pipe by wrapping it in discrete layers to locate the critical point. Overall insulation thicknesses of 
3mm, 6mm, 9mm, 12mm, and 15mm were applied to the pipe and it was found that the critical 
point was around 5.6mm, which means that this experiment successfully demonstrated the critical 
radius theory. This experiment also determined that the critical radius effect is not affected by the 
heat input on the cylinder, so the theory should be able to be demonstrated with a wide range of 
heat inputs and cylinder temperatures.  
 
Figure 4. Image of Experimental Setup from Optimum Insulation Thickness: Radial Heat 
Conduction through Insulated Pipe Article. 
5. Experimental Setup from Design and Fabrication of Experimental Setup for Critical Radius 
of Insulation of a Cylindrical Pipe [5] – This setup is used to determine the critical radius for 
various insulation materials by finding the critical point graphically. It uses a copper pipe with 
asbestos rope insulation, a cartridge heater, and a digital thermometer to measure surface 
temperature. This device does not meet many of the portability needs of the sponsor and the cost 




Figure 5. Experimental Setup from Design and Fabrication of Experimental Setup for Critical 
Radius Article. 
All of the above products meet at least some of the needs of the sponsor, but do not capture the 
entire scope of this project. The main aspect that all of these products lack is the demonstrative 
purpose that the sponsor is looking for. They are also not portable using one hand, and they do not 
have easily removable insulation or give a before and after readout for the insulation; they mainly 
prove or calculate that the critical point exists through numerical and graphical approaches. 
2.2 Patent Research 
After identifying products and relevant experiment set ups, in depth patent searches were 
conducted in order to verify if anyone has patented similar critical radius of insulation devices. 
Patents strictly related to the critical radius of insulation could not be found using various key 
terms in Google Scholar, however, multiple patents which are relevant to possible subsystems of 
a critical radius of insulation demo were found. The results are organized in Table 1.  
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Table 1. List of Patent Results. 
Patent # and Title Description Schematic 
#4,186,605 [6] 
Set of Thermocouples 
for Measuring the 
Average of Several 
Temperatures in a 
Given Space 
Thermocouples are temperature 
measurement tools that are very 
robust, easy to use, and likely the 
method that will be used in the 
Critical Radius of Insulation Demo 
Project. This patent demonstrates a 
method of measuring the average 
temperature in a circular orientation, 
specifically for measuring the 
temperature of exhaust gasses in 
turbines.  
#12,517,737 [7] 




Electrical insulation composition 
used in high voltage applications; 
specifically, silicon rubber with 
improved hydrophobic stability 





Pad Combination and 
Associated 
A flexible, electric heating pad 
having a self-limiting heating 
element. The Pad consists of 
conductors surrounded by a positive 
temperature coefficient material, 
and a covering material. A safety 
element is incorporated to prevent 
the pad from overheating.  
#5,916,940 [9] 
Silicone Rubber 
Composition for Use 
in Electrical Wire 
Covering 
A silicone rubber electrical wire 
insulating covering that when cured, 
the composition has good electrical 
insulating characteristics and does 





Fluid in a cylindrical main body is 
heated to boil and vaporized so heat 





Several users were identified during this process including Heat Transfer professors, lecture/lab 
students, and Mechanical Engineering department faculty. This project was originally proposed 
due to the needs of a Cal Poly San Luis Obispo professor, but this product is designed to work for 
any professor or person who wants to demonstrate this theory. Each of these users has different 
perspectives on the outcome of this project and their needs are addressed accordingly. 
2.3.1 Interview with Sponsor 
In order to understand the perspective of the professor, Professor Russ Westphal was interviewed 
on 1/15/19 about his needs for the project. He emphasized portability (under 20lbm [9.07kg] and 
able to be carried by one hand), relatively quick demo (under 20 minutes), and the ability to clearly 
demonstrate the critical radius phenomenon (at least 2°F [1.1°C] temperature drop when insulation 
is added) in a reasonable amount of time for a classroom setting. 
2.3.2 User Interviews 
Several students from Cal Poly were interviewed between 1/17/19 and 1/25/19, who all have 
already taken Heat Transfer (ME 350). Most students had taken Heat Transfer with Professor 
Westphal and had at least heard of the critical radius of insulation theory, however some of them 
had a slightly misconstrued idea of what the said theory actually meant. All of them agreed that 
this theory is counterintuitive and is mostly just accepted at face value because it is what the 
professor taught them. The students mentioned that they would like to see a one wire demonstration 
with removable insulation and their preferred form of measurement is temperature with a 2-5°F 
[1-2.8°C] change between with and without insulation. The raw questions and student answers are 
included in Appendix [A]. 
2.4 Component Research 
There are several individual components that need to work together in order to ensure that the 
critical radius of insulation is easily and quickly demonstrated and can be repeated successfully 
every time it is used. Extensive research was conducted on components such as power resistors, 
insulation materials, voltage supplies, and thermocouples. 
2.4.1 Power Resistors 
The team started off by researching the power resistors that were provided by the sponsor, Russ 
Westphal. These resistors are designed to dissipate electrical power in the form of heat, which is 
ideal for the project because it requires a cylinder to heat up quickly and dissipate a constant 
amount of heat. The power resistors that would be used have a resistance of around 1-10W, and 
power resistors in general do not change resistance based on temperature, so a constant power 
input can be expected with a fixed voltage. With this trait if constant heat loss is assumed with and 
without insulation, temperature can be measured to demonstrate the critical radius theory. Figure 




Figure 6. Power Resistor Schematic 
The power resistor is comprised of materials that make up its base body, terminal, resistance wire, 
coating, and marking. The materials are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. Power Resistor Materials 
No. Name Material Material Generic Name 
1 Base Body Rod Type Ceramics Al2O3, SiO2 
2 Terminal Tin plated terminal cap Fe: 73%, Mn:21%, C: 5% 
3 Resistance Wire Ni-Cr or Cu-Ni alloy Ni-Cr or Cu-Ni alloy 
4 Coating Insulated and non-flame paint Non-flame paint UL94V 
5 Marking Marking ink -- 
 
The power resistor specifications included a Derating Curve and Temperature Rise Curve, which 
were used to determine the power resistor’s power rating. These charts are shown in Figure 7. The 
power rating for this power resistor is between 100W and 120W, so the preliminary test will not 
exceed that wattage. 
 
Figure 7. Derating and Temperature Rise Chart for Power Resistor 
The goal of the preliminary experiment (see section 4.4) is to raise the temperature of the power 
resistor by ~50°F [~30°C] (from ~70°F to ~120°F [or ~20°C to ~50°C]). According to the 
Temperature Rise Chart in Figure 10, the resistor needs to be powered to 5.63% of its rated load. 
Depending on the rated load of the resistor, 5.63% of the rated load would be 5.63W or 6.75W, 
respectively. Table 3 shows the resistance value that corresponds to each power rating for the given 
power resistors. 
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Table 3. Power Rating and Resistance Values for Various Power Resistors 
Power Rating Resistance Value Tolerance Appearance 
50W R10 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
60W R10 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
80W R10 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
100W 1R0 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
120W 1R0 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
150W 1R0 ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
200W 
1R0 ~ 9R1 ±5% ±10% Ribbed 
10R ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
300W 
1R0 ~ 9R1 ±5% ±10% Ribbed 
10R ~ 2K7 ±5% ±10% Smooth 
 
2.4.2 Insulation Materials 
The insulation material is one of the most important factors for this project because it needs to be 
able to be wrapped around the cylindrical heaters and it is desired to have a relatively high thermal 
conductivity, k, to keep rc large. The insulation needs a large enough k value to increase the critical 
radius in order to use the appropriate power resistor. Many insulating materials were researched, 
and the ones that fit this scenario best are plastic tubes, such as Teflon tubing, or 3D printed PLA 
cylinders.  
2.4.3 Voltage Supplies 
The voltage supply for this system is also going to be crucial for the demonstration of this theory. 
One important feature is that the voltage supply needs to have a large enough potential to heat the 
cylinder up to the target temperature of around 50°F, but it also needs to be light enough to meet 
the sponsor’s portability requirements. Since the resistance of the load is going to be so low (1-
10W), another issue is the current going through the circuit is going to be relatively large and needs 
a battery that can handle this amperage. The sponsor recommended a hobby airplane battery as 
they are light and can reach 13V. This is a nice alternative to the typical power supply, but it would 
need to be accompanied by a voltage regulating circuit and power output display and may not be 
as stable as a power supply. The battery is also rechargeable and does not need to be plugged into 
the wall, which are two things that the sponsor would like to have for this design. In most cases 
the power supply would be heavier than a rechargeable battery and would need to be plugged into 
the wall but would provide great control and accuracy for the voltage input. 
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2.4.4 Thermocouples 
At this point in the design process, thermocouples are the preferred method for quantifying the 
critical radius theory. Recording temperature seems to be the most intuitive way for students to 
grasp this theory, so thermocouples are an obvious choice for a robust, reliable, and relatively 
accurate measurement device. Based on product research and the experimental setups of previous 
critical radius tests, type K thermocouples are the best choice for the apparatus. Another option 
are devices that take the average temperature of several different locations, which could be utilized 
for a more stable recording, but this might introduce variations along the length of the cylinder. 
The apparatus could also use thermistors as a means to measure temperature because they are much 
more sensitive for small changes in temperature at the magnitudes we are designing to. At this 
time the thermocouples have given accurate measurements during testing, so there has been no 
need to switch to another measurement device, but thermistors will be researched further if the 
need arises. 
2.4.5 Calrod® Heaters 
After the Preliminary Design Review, it was necessary to find other cylindrical heaters to test for 
this apparatus. Calrod® heaters have a variety of applications and come in a range of shapes and 
sizes. This project requires a straight heater with a circular cross section in order to properly 
demonstrate this theory. Calrod® heaters use resistance heating with nickel-chromium wire and 
are surrounded with a magnesium oxide sheath that provides electrical insulation. These heaters 
come in much smaller sizes than power resistors with diameters as small as 1/8”, which means that 
they should have a much smaller time constant as well. Testing was conducted on the Calrod® 
heaters and the results are in section 4.8.2. 
2.4.6 Thermal Paste 
After testing the 1W power resistor with the Teflon tubing as insulation with no success, the team 
looked for reasons why the theoretical values were so much different than the experimental values. 
The cause that seemed the most plausible was the presence of contact resistance between the 
insulation and the power resistor. This added resistance is assumed to be negligible in the theory 
and depending on its magnitude would make the critical radius impossible to achieve under the 
test conditions. 
The best and easiest way to reduce contact thermal resistance is by adding a layer of thermal paste 
between the cylinder and the insulation. Thermal paste is a highly thermally conductive ceramics 
based gelatinous substance that should make the contact resistance between the two surfaces 
negligible. This paste is relatively inexpensive and easy to obtain. The main downside of thermal 
paste is that it is messy and somewhat difficult to apply to a cylindrical surface, so it is not suitable 
to be applied every time the apparatus is demonstrated. If the group is to use thermal paste in the 
design, then it is necessary to use two cylinders side by side; one cylinder will have the insulation 
with thermal paste (which will solidify over time) and the other cylinder will be bare. 
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2.4.7 PLA Insulation Material 
The insulation material is an important design consideration in our assembly because it determines 
the thermal conductivity, k, in the critical radius equation. As stated earlier, it is desired to have a 
larger thermal conductivity because it is directly proportional to the critical radius. Polylactic Acid 
is a material that is commonly used in 3D printing and has a thermal conductivity of 0.13 W/m2K, 
which is within the acceptable range. This material is also very useful for this experiment because 
since it is 3D printed the team can easily print a wide range of thickness of this insulation and 
experimentally determine the critical radius and the best thickness for this design project based on 
temperature difference and time constant. This ended up being the insulation material the team 




3.1 Problem Statement  
The critical radius of insulation phenomenon is a counterintuitive concept in the study of heat 
transfer in which adding insulation to a cylindrical object increases the heat transfer rate. The 
sponsor would like a physical model that he can use as a classroom demonstration to clearly show 
a temperature decrease as insulation is added to a cylindrical heating element while the power 
input (heat loss) remains constant. This apparatus must be portable, operate at less than 150°F 
[70°C] for safety purposes, and demonstrated in less than 20 minutes. In addition to the apparatus, 
a supplemental handout must be created for Heat Transfer students which explains the concept of 
critical radius of insulation. 
3.2 Boundary Diagram  
To better define the scope of the project and the outside components that interact with it, a 
boundary diagram was constructed. Figure 8 presents the project itself, the operator, a fire alarm 
on the classroom wall, and an engaged student sitting at a desk. The operator is the sponsor, Russ 
Westphal, who must be able to carry the apparatus in one hand, touch the insulation and cylinder 
without getting burned, and demonstrate the theory in less than 20 minutes. The apparatus itself 
must include, but is not limited to, a temperature display, voltage source, thermocouple, removable 
insulation, and heated cylinder. The fire alarm on the wall is mandatory in each classroom and 
must go off in the event of any burning materials or toxic fumes. However, the apparatus will be 
designed so that the probability that the fire alarm will be set off by the demonstration is very low. 
The student sits at a desk that can range from 2 feet to 30 feet [0.6 to 9 meters] away from the front 
of the classroom, and they must be able to see the demonstration and temperature display from 
their desk.  
 
Figure 8. Boundary Diagram 
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In addition to the boundary diagram, an initial CAD model was drafted to visualize some of the 
design requirements for the quality function deployment (QFD) process. Figure 9 is a rendering of 
the first CAD ideation developed in SOLIDWORKS. 
 
Figure 9. Preliminary CAD Rendering 
After showing this initial CAD rendering to the sponsor, one issue he brought up is that this device 
could not be carried with one hand. This was one of the sponsors needs for this project because as 
a busy professor he will most likely be carrying other papers, books, etc. to class along with this 
apparatus. This feedback was taken into consideration when creating a revised CAD model (see 
section 4.6). 
3.3 Customer Needs and Wants 
During the first sponsor meeting, the sponsor clarified the product guidelines. Table 4 organizes 
these specifications into non-negotiable needs and nice-to-have additions. 
Table 4. Customer Specified Needs and Wants 
Needs Wants 
Demonstrates critical radius theory Battery powered 
Portable (one-handed carrying) Multiple insulation thicknesses 
Lightweight Removable insulation 
Quick demo time Inexpensive 
Compact Looks professional 
Safe for users/participants Easy to operate 
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3.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) 
The QFD process began with each team member completing their own House of Quality 
spreadsheet using their proposed needs, specifications, and existing products. After each member 
had completed their individual chart, the group met and went through each section of the 
spreadsheet, combining similar specifications and needs, and collaborating on a final list for each 
section. The engineering specifications developed during the QFD process are presented in Table 
5. The final draft of the QFD House of Quality was approved by the advisor and is attached in 
Appendix [B].  





Requirement or Target 
(units) Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Temperature difference 
>9°F 
[5°C] Min H T, A 




[°1.1C] L T, A 
3 Time to reach steady state <7 minutes Max H T, A 
4 Weight <20 lb. [9 kg] Max M A, I, S 
5 Dimensions 1 ft x 1.5 ft x 2 ft
 
[0.3 m x 0.5 m x 0.6 m] 
± 0.25 ft 
[0.08m] M I 
6 Demo time 20 minutes Max H T, A 
7 Budget $1000 Max M A, I 
8 Manufacturing Cost $400 ± $20 L A 
 
The temperature change describes how the initial temperature compares to the final temperature, 
and this change must be at least 5 degrees Celsius for the demonstration to be valid. This 
temperature difference magnitude comes from needing to be greater than the 2-degree uncertainty 
created by using thermocouples. It was also influenced by the responses of the interviews we 
conducted with students. The operating temperature is the maximum temperature of the hottest 
surface on the apparatus. This temperature is not critical to the demonstration’s accuracy so there 
is a relatively large tolerance on what this temperature needs to be. The target operating 
temperature is anywhere between 100-150°F [38-70°C], which is safe to touch, but the set 
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temperature should not fluctuate more than ±0.5°F [0.28°C]. The time to reach steady state should 
not exceed 7 minutes, to allow time for the demo. The weight is the total weight of all components 
of the device and must not exceed 20 pounds [9 kg]. The dimensions of the entire apparatus also 
have a relatively high tolerance, because the overall weight is more important than the volume, but 
the apparatus must still be portable and also large enough that a student in the back of the class 
can see it. The demo time is a hard limit and may not exceed 20 minutes. The budget is the allotted 
money that the sponsor will give the team to build the project and should not exceed $1000. The 
manufacturing cost is the target for the cost of raw materials and manufacturing that will be 
required for the final product. 
Each specification will be measured as described below. 
• Temperature change will be measured by recording the temperature of the wire/pipe 
without insulation and with insulation with thermocouples and finding the difference. 
• The operating temperature will be measured by taking the maximum temperature of the 
wire/pipe surface at maximum voltage with thermocouples. 
• Time to reach steady state will begin after the power source has been turned on and set, 
and end when the temperature no longer fluctuates significantly. 
• Weight will be measured simply by placing the entire apparatus on a scale. 
• Dimensions will be measured by taking the maximum height, length, and width of the 
apparatus with a ruler. 
• Record overall time it takes from the beginning of demonstration setup to the time it takes 
to power down apparatus and resume lecture. 
• Budget is the sum all of the project expenses and material costs. 
• A heating curve temperature vs. time along with a time constant estimate will be used to 
measure the time to reach steady state specification. 
• Cost is the price that the apparatus would potentially sell for on the market. 
The main specification in this design that could be described as high-risk is the operating 
temperature of the apparatus. The surface temperature of the wire or pipe could potentially reach 
high temperatures, which could be unsafe for classroom demonstrations. The high temperatures 
could result in the operator burning himself/herself while removing the insulation, or it could burn 
the insulation itself resulting in the release of toxic fumes. However, the target value and tolerance 




4.0 Concept Design 
4.1 Design Process 
Once necessary background research was conducted, the sponsor’s needs were fully defined, and 
the scope of the design project was understood, three separate ideation sessions were conducted to 
brainstorm possible solutions. These ideation sessions were 20-30 minutes in length and consisted 
of each group member spending 5 minutes writing/sketching his or her ideas on sticky notes and 
then discussing with the group and improving on these ideas. Some of the team’s best ideas came 
from a discussion and combination of two or more member’s individual ideas. Each ideation 
session brought about 3-5 new concepts from each member. The ideation sessions led to not only 
overall project solutions, but also ideas for subcomponents of the system. 
After compiling an extensive list for possible solutions to the problem and ideas for 
subcomponents of the system, the list was narrowed down to five to ten concepts that could be 
used moving forward. Each idea was evaluated based on the criteria used in the QFD House of 
Quality such as portability, ability to demonstrate the critical radius, and safety. The idea list was 
also evaluated based on feasibility and manufacturability; if an idea was clearly too difficult to 
manufacture within the frame of the senior project, the idea was scrapped. 
After ideation sessions and concept development and selection, the criteria were narrowed down 
to four main functionalities/components: the heated cylinder, voltage source, insulation, and 
displayed measurement. All of these components have several options that could potentially be 
successful, and each team member evaluated different options for each functionality using a Pugh 
matrix. Table 6 lists sub-components and possible solutions that were generated in the ideation 
sessions. The Pugh matrices created by each team member to evaluate these components can be 
referenced in Attachment [C]. 
Table 6. Functionalities and Possible Solutions 
Heated Cylinder Voltage Source Insulation Displayed Measurement 
Nichrome Wire Plug into Outlet Teflon [0.25 W/mK] Heat Flux Sensor 
Power Resistor DC Voltage Supply Cotton [0.04 W/mK] Thermocouple 
Resistive Heater Rechargeable Battery Asbestos [0.15 W/mK] Thermistor 
Film Heater Disposable Battery Foam [0.045 W/mK] Electrical Resistance 
Curling Iron --- Ceramic [0.7-1.7 W/mK] --- 
CalrodÒ Heater Rechargeable battery or DC Voltage source 
PLA [0.13W/mK] or 
Teflon [0.25W/mK] Thermocouple 
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4.2 Top Concepts 
After three in-depth ideation sessions, the team decided on five distinct design concepts. Each 
concept has full functionality and can accurately display the critical radius of insulation theory, 
but differs in cylinder orientation, material selection and construction. Initial sketches were made 
of each concept and then during the concept model build day, a foam board model was created for 
each concept. The design concepts are outlined in detail as follows. 
4.2.1 Vertical Cylinder Concept 
Samuel suggested the concept of a vertical cylinder during the group’s second ideation session. 
The main advantage of the vertical cylinder is easy insulation addition and removal. A sleeve of 
insulation can easily be slid on and off the top of the cylinder. The vertical cylinder design is also 
professional looking and provides a storage compartment for the electrical components. This 
design would probably encounter the issue of nonuniform heating for the cylinder because the end 
is exposed to convection with the surrounding air. This cylinder will also have a different Nusselt 
correlation thus a different heat transfer coefficient than a horizontal cylinder. It depends on the 
diameter to length ratio of the cylinder, but usually the horizontal cylinder will have a slightly 
larger h than the vertical. Figure 10 is a sketch and foam model of the vertical cylinder concept. 
 
Figure 10. Vertical Cylinder Sketch and Foam Board Model 
4.2.2 Cantilever Beam Concept 
The cantilever beam concept was suggested by Maria during the third ideation session and has 
similarities to the vertical cylinder concept. The cantilever beam avoids the issue of the different 
convection coefficient while still allowing for easy insulation addition and removal. The cantilever 
beam concept again encounters an issue with nonuniform heating and end effects on the cylinder. 
The design may also be difficult to design with structural stability. Figure 11 is a sketch and foam 
board model of the cantilever beam concept. 
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Figure 11. Cantilever Beam Sketch and Foam Board Model 
4.2.3 Small Wire Concept 
The small wire concept was suggested by Samuel during the first ideation session. A small wire 
such as Nichrome is advantageous because of its very small diameter. This allows for a lot of 
variation in k and h, which in turn allows for a wide variety of insulation material. Nichrome wire 
was suggested by the sponsor but has some significant drawbacks. Nichrome wire changes 
resistance as temperature changes, so the temperature could be measured as a function of 
resistance. An advantage of using Nichrome wire over a cylindrical heater is that there is no need 
for a time constant because the wire has such little mass and will heat up very quickly. However, 
as the resistance changes, the heat rate also changes if the input voltage is kept constant. 
Complications may arise if both temperature and heat rate are not held constant. Figure 12 is a 
sketch and foam board model of the small wire concept.  
 
Figure 12. Small Wire Sketch and Foam Board Model 
4.2.4 Horizontal Power Resistor Concept 
The horizontal power resistor concept was a group design guided by recommendations from the 
sponsor. Power resistors dissipate a constant amount of heat when the voltage is kept constant 
because they hold a constant resistance. The horizontal power resistor concept would be able to 
measure temperature difference when heat loss is kept constant. One disadvantage of a horizontal 
power resistor is its larger diameter, which requires the rcr value to be relatively high in order to 
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produce a successful result. A high k and low h value will be necessary to proceed with the 
horizontal power resistor concept. Figure 13 is a sketch and cardboard model of the concept. 
 
Figure 13. Horizontal Power Resistor Sketch and Cardboard Model 
4.2.5 Briefcase Power Resistor Concept 
The briefcase power resistor concept was suggested by Maria during the first ideation session to 
maximize portability. The apparatus would stay extremely durable because all components would 
be enclosed during transport. Some disadvantages of this concept are difficulty of insulation 
addition/removal and the weight requirement. A full briefcase design is unnecessarily heavy and 
requires much more material than is needed to contain the project. The lid may also get in the way 
of the user and make the demonstration more difficult. Figure 14 is a sketch of the briefcase power 
resistor concept. 
 
Figure 14. Briefcase Power Resistor Concept Sketch 
4.3 Decision Matrix 
The top five concepts were evaluated based on criteria from the QFD process (referenced in 
Attachment [B]) and rated on a scale of 1-5. Each criterion was also weighed on a scale of 1-5 for 
overall importance. Each score was multiplied by the criteria weight and added together for a total 
score. Table 7 is the final weighted decision matrix. The horizontal power resistor scored 
significantly higher than the other design concepts and after a group review, was decided on as the 
chosen concept. 
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Table 7. Weighted Decision Matrix 
 
4.4 Preliminary Analysis 
A preliminary test was performed on 2/7/19 in order to get a better idea of the rudimentary 
dimensions and setup that is needed for the final product. This preliminary test/prototype did not 
fulfill any of the volume, weight, or portability needs of the sponsor. The main purpose was to 
verify the planned circuit setup and prove that the critical radius of insulation is feasible to 
demonstrate with the sponsor’s needs and wants. From this original test the group was able to 
better assess the optimal heating element, insulation type, and rough cylinder diameter. 
4.4.1 Objectives 
There were four objectives for this preliminary experiment. 
1. Find the voltage required to achieve a power resistor temperature of 60°C 
2. Find the time required for the power resistor to reach steady state from ambient temperature 
to 60°C 
3. Calculate an effective convection coefficient, heffective 
4. Find the critical radius of insulation for the power resistor using cotton as an insulating 




4.4.2 Materials List 
• 2W and 10W power resistors 
• Voltage source 
• 2 K-Type thermocouples 
• Voltmeter 
• Ammeter 
• 8 Banana-to-banana clips 
• 2mm thick cotton strips 
14 – Critical Radius of Insulation 
Weighted Decision Matrix 
  OPTIONS 
  








Criteria Weight Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total 
Demonstrates Critical 
Radius Concept 5 4 20 4 20 3 15 5 25 3 15 
Looks Professional/Clear 
Display 2 4 8 2 4 3 6 5 10 4 8 
Safe and Easy Insulation 
Addition/Removal 3 3 9 3 9 2 6 4 12 2 6 
Portability 4 3 12 4 16 5 20 4 16 5 20 
TOTAL:  49  49  47  63  49 
Top Choice Design 
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4.4.3 Electrical Schematic 
The equipment was connected as shown in Figure 15. The voltage source ran through the power 
resistor, the current was measured with an ammeter in series, and the voltage drop through the 
power resistor was measured with a voltmeter in parallel. Figure 16 shows the completed test setup. 
 
Figure 15. Electrical Schematic for The Preliminary Test 
 
Figure 16. Power Resistor Temperature Measurement Setup 
4.4.4 Procedure 
1. Calibrate the K-type thermocouples according to manufacturer’s instructions, if needed. 
2. Record ambient temperate. 
3. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 8 with a 2W power resistor. 
4. Begin with an applied voltage of 0.5V, wait for the power resistor to reach steady state, 
and record the temperature measured by both thermocouples, the voltage measured from 
the voltmeter, and the current measured from the ammeter. Increase the voltage by 0.5V 
increments until a temperature of 40°C is reached. It may be necessary to increase voltage 
in smaller increments at temperatures close to 40°C.  
5. Turn off the voltage source and allow the power resistor to return to ambient temperature. 
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6. Set the voltage source to the voltage which corresponds to a temperature of 40°C, and 
record how long it takes for the power resistor to reach 40°C. 
7. Apply one sheet of cotton insulation (2mm thickness) to the power resistor. Wait for the 
temperature to reach steady state and record the temperature. Repeat this process until 
20mm of insulation is applied. 
8. Repeat steps 2-7 with a 10W power resistor. 
9. Turn off the power supply and wait until the power resistor reaches ambient temperature 
before breaking down the circuit. 
4.4.5 Results 
The following figures show the results from the preliminary experiment with a 2W and 10W power 
resistor. The power resistors were positioned horizontally and exposed to free convection with 
ambient air temperature of 22.3ºC. Temperature measurements were taken with two K-type 
thermocouples. One thermocouple was taped in the middle of the power resistor, while the other 
was taped approximately one inch from the end of the power resistor with clear scotch tape. Figures 
17 and 18 show a summary of how voltage affects temperature for 2W and 10W power resistors, 
respectively. Thermocouple 2 was placed in the center of the power resistor, and thermocouple 1 
was placed near the end. The increasing difference in temperatures from thermocouple 1 and 2 
suggest that these power resistors dissipate heat nonuniformly over its surface. For the 2W power 
resistor, a voltage of less than or equal to 5V would keep the temperature safe for human skin 
contact, while for the 10W power resistor, voltage of 11V would be considered safe. 
 

























Figure 18. Temperature as a Function of Input Voltage for a 10W Power Resistor 
After letting the power resistor return to ambient temperature, a test was performed to find how 
long it takes for the power resistors to reach steady state with the previously determined safe 
voltages. Figure 19 shows that the 2W power resistor, with a constant 5V applied, took 
approximately 20 minutes to reach steady state. Figure 20 suggests that the 10W power resistor 
takes longer than 20 minutes with 11V, since thermocouple 1 never reached steady state.  
 














































Figure 20. Time to Reach Steady State with 11V Supplied for a 10W Power Resistor 
The next test was performed on the 2W power resistor—the critical insulation test. The insulating 
fabrics used were 60% cotton, 40% polyester, and approximately 3mm and 2mm thick, with an 
estimated k of 0.04 =
>1
. After heating the 2W power resistor to steady state at 5V input, different 
variations of insulation were tightly wrapped around the power resistor. Each time insulation was 
added to the power resistor, the temperature of the power resistors initially decreased, since fabric 
was initially at room temperature. From here, the temperature of the power resistor increased to 
temperatures greater than the steady state temperature without insulation. Each combination of 
insulation resulted in a temperature increase; this means the critical radius of insulation was not 
achieved with this combination of insulation and power resistor.  
 
























Despite the experiment not being able to demonstrate the critical radius of insulation, valuable 
variables can be calculated from the data in order to tailor future experiments. An effective 
convection coefficient heffective can be calculated using the equation 
𝑞 = ℎABBA.CDEA𝐴(∆𝑇) 
where A is the surface area, ΔT is the change in temperature from ambient to steady state, and q is 
the power input to the power resistor. The power, q, was calculated using the equation 
𝑞 = 𝑉𝐼 
where V is the voltage [V] and I is the current [A] supplied to the power resistor. A, surface area 
[m2], is calculated using the equation for  
𝐴 = 𝜋𝐷𝐿 
where D is the diameter of the power resistor and L is the length. The values calculated using 
experimental data are in Table 8. 
Table 8. 2W Power Resistor Summary of Values to Solve for heffective 
Variable Value 
ΔT1 [°C] 27.37 
ΔT2 [°C] 39.18 
q [W] 11.69 
D [m] 0.02794 
L [m] 0.2286 
A [m2] 0.020066 
h1effective [W/m2K] 21.29 
h2effective [W/m2K] 14.87 
 
A material with a higher thermal conductivity may help to observe the critical radius of insulation 
effect and a power resistor/cylinder with a smaller diameter may also be necessary. Before further 
experimentation, more research and hand calculations will be performed in order to find a 
combination of material and insulation that could accurately demonstrate the critical radius of 
insulation theory. 
4.5 EES Analysis 
After conducting the preliminary experiments, the EES analysis tool was updated with the 
experimental heffective value. The experiments determined that the cotton insulation had a k value 
that was much too low given the experimental heffective value. Using the set diameter of the power 
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resistor and experimental heat transfer coefficient, the minimum insulation k value was calculated 
that could still create a significant increase in heat loss. This calculation was used as a guide to 
determine exactly which insulations would work for the currently fixed variables. The primary 
measurement that affects the viability of the demonstration is the difference in temperature 
between the bare cylinder and the insulated cylinder. Figure 22 is a graph of Tbare – Tins (ΔT) versus 
insulation thickness for a convection coefficient of ℎ = 18 =
>&R
 (the average heat transfer 
coefficient from the preliminary test), 𝑘 = 0.25 =
>R
 (the average thermal conductivity of PTFE 
tubing), and D=0.75”. An updated EES code can be referenced in Appendix [D]. 
 
Figure 22. Change in Temperature Between Bare and Insulated Power Resistor as a Function of 
Insulation Thickness 
4.6 Concept Prototype 
The preliminary analysis setup doubled as a concept prototype by demonstrating the functionality 
that the apparatus requires. The design will consist of a power resistor wrapped in an insulation 
material, with a constant heat input from a voltage source. Temperature change will be measured 
by a thermocouple attached to the center of the power resistor, as to reduce conduction end effects. 
Figure 23 is a photo taken during the preliminary experiment of the insulated power resistor. 
 
Figure 23. Power Resistor with Insulation Added 
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While the power resistor used in the preliminary test (Figure 23) was a solid cylinder, the chosen 
power resistor used in the concept design will be hollow on the inside, so it will be mounted 
between two wood panels and held in place by an insulated rod, to prevent heat flow in the internal 
cavity of the tube-shaped power resistor. The apparatus will include a compartment on the bottom 
to hold all of the electrical components required to power the resistor, which includes a battery 
connected to a DC adjustable voltage regulator. The thermocouple will be soldered to the top center 
of the power resistor and the wire will run down into the compartment, where the temperature is 
displayed on the front of the apparatus. The tubular insulation will be removable, with a slit through 
the bottom of the tube so it can be popped on and off of the power resistor easily. The two leads 
on the ends of the power resistor will be soldered to the wires running from the voltage regulator. 
All parts of the frame will be made with lightweight polished wood in order to maintain the 20-lb 
weight requirement. The handle at the top for easy transport will be detachable so that it does not 
get in the way of the demonstration. Figure 24 is a SOLIDWORKS CAD rendering of the concept 
model. 
 
Figure 24. Concept CAD Model 
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4.7 Current Risks 
The main challenge of this project is being able to actually create a situation that can easily 
demonstrate the critical radius theory with a high degree of repeatability. This theory is based off 
of several assumptions and conditions that have many interdependent variables that are difficult to 
account for, even with a robust heat transfer analysis. The calculated heat transfer coefficients and 
reported thermal conductivities can be significantly different than their actual experimental values, 
which makes it difficult to predict the outcome of the experimentation. The main variables that 
need to be considered stem from the simple critical radius formula, 𝑟./ =
1
2
. The ideal and feasible 
combination of these variables needs to be found in order to achieve the desired demonstration. 
These variables will most likely be found through repeated experimentation. 
Another challenge that this design has encountered is the demonstration time. As seen in the results 
of the preliminary experimentation (Figures 17 and 18), the current power resistor design took 
over 20 minutes to heat up to a steady temperature, which is the time the entire demonstration is 
supposed to take and is clearly too long. A possible solution to this issue is creating instructions 
that tell the operator to power on the power resistor at the beginning of class and continue lecturing 
while the device heats up. This will then not take away from class time, however, it is not ideal to 
leave a power supply running while it is not closely attended. Another option would be to create a 
variable voltage controller that initially ramps the voltage up to over the necessary voltage to reach 
the target temperature quickly, and then lower that voltage once it is near the desired temperature. 
The current design poses some minor safety risks as well. These hazards were considered and 
minimized as much as possible. The main hazard is the temperature of the hot power resistor. The 
maximum temperature that the power resistor reaches is based on what percentage of the power 
rating the resistor is powered to. The Temperature Rise Chart in the power resistor’s specifications 
sheet [11] can be used to estimate the change in temperature of the power resistor based on the 
input power. Using a target temperature, a power can be calculated which will increase the power 
resistor temperature to a safe value. Preliminary experiments confirmed that the temperature of the 
power resistor would stay within safe bounds. 
The full design hazard checklist is referenced in Appendix [E].  
4.8 Post PDR Testing 
After presenting the Preliminary Design Review to the sponsor and reevaluating all of the project 
specifications and current results, the team made several decisions concerning the direction of the 
project and proceeded with the planned analyses and testing. 
4.8.1 1W Power Resistor Test 
The first round of tests conducted after the PDR used a 1W power resistor with a 9/16” OD and 
4.00” length. The test setup and equipment were the same as it was for the tests conducted using 
the 2W and 10W power resistors. Similar to the first round of testing with the power resistors, the 
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team first wanted to find out how much voltage would be required to elevate the surface 
temperature of the resistor to the target. Figure 25 begins documenting the test results. 
 
Figure 25. Temperature as a Function of Input Voltage for a 1W Power Resistor 
As anticipated, the 1W power resistor required much less voltage than the 2W and 10W power 
resistors.  Based on Figure 25 this resistor only required 2V to heat it up to over 60°C, however, it 
is similar to the other power resistors in that there is a significant temperature difference between 
the middle and end of the cylinder. In this experiment, however, each end of the power resistor 
was insulated with foam board cutouts in order to reduce the heat loss through the ends of the 
cylinder, but it did not seem to be effective. The temperature difference between the middle and 
end of the cylinder could be a physical characteristic of the power resistor itself or the insulation 
installed to the ends was not sufficient. Nonetheless, the difference in temperature along the 
cylinder does not have a significant impact on the outcome of our demonstration as temperature 
will only be measured at a single point on the cylinder during the demo. 
As with the previous power resistor test, the team needed to experimentally determine how long it 
would take the 1W power resistor to reach steady state. The hope was that since the 1W power 
resistor had a much smaller mass than the 2W and 10W, the 1W would heat up quicker based on 
the equation 𝑡 = 𝑚𝐶Y𝑅C2. Unfortunately, Figure 26 shows that the 1W power resistor has a similar 
























Figure 26. Time to Reach Steady State with 2V Supplied for a 1W Power Resistor 
The data from Figure 26 shows that the 1W power resistor takes around 15-20 minutes to reach 
steady state temperature, which is a similar value to the other power resistors. This warmup time 
was determined by the sponsor to be too long for an in-class demonstration, which is one reason 
why the team would like to move away from using power resistors as a heated cylinder. The power 
resister geometry was also not ideal for the plastic insulation that was planned to go over the power 
resister. The ribs on the outside of the power resister trap air—which acts as another layer of 
insulation—making it much more difficult to demonstrate the critical radius theory. The ambient 
temperature for the duration of this experiment was around 21°C. 
4.8.2 Calrod® Heater Testing 
Following the disappointing results from the power resistor test, a cylindrical Calrod® heater was 
purchased as an alternative to the power resistor. Again, the first test that was conducted was to 
determine the necessary voltage to elevate the Calrod® heater to the target temperature of 60°C. 
The experimental setup and equipment for this experiment are very similar to that of the power 
resistors. The Calrod® heater tested was a Watlow 1/8” OD and 1 ¼” long heater. Figure 27 shows 
























Figure 27. Temperature as a Function of Input Voltage for a 1/8’’ OD Calrod® Heater 
Since the Calrod® heater has a much larger resistance than any of the power resistors, it is to be 
expected that it will require a much higher voltage to dissipate the same amount of heat as the 
power resistors. Based on Figure 27, a voltage of 15V is necessary to achieve the specification 
temperature. However, a major advantage to using a cylinder with a high electrical resistance is 
that the current draw will be much lower. For example, the Calrod® heater only reached an 
amperage of 0.031A at the operation temperature. A lower amperage is beneficial to this project 
for user safety and it puts less strain on the power supply and will hopefully lead to a longer lifetime 
of the demonstration apparatus. 
Next, the time to steady state temperature was experimentally tested using the Calrod® heater. 
Since the Calrod® heater has a significantly lower mass than the power resistors, the team was 
hopeful that it would have a much lower time constant. The heater was attached to the power 



























Figure 28. Time to Reach Steady State with 15V Supplied for a 1/8’’ Calrod® Heater 
Figure 28 shows that the Calrod® heater reached a steady state temperature in less than 8 minutes, 
which is less than half of the time it took the power resistors. This was the result that was expected 
and makes the Calrod® heaters a very viable option to provide a quick classroom demonstration. 
It was noticed after this test that the temperature at steady state fluctuates ±3°C. Since this test 
was conducted in a classroom with a noticeable draft, another test was conducted with the Calrod® 
heater covered with a cardboard box. A small vent on the top of the box allowed for airflow. Figure 

























Figure 29. Time to Reach Steady State with a Covered Calrod® Heater 
With the Calrod® heater covered, the steady state temperature fluctuation is nearly nonexistent. 
Because of this test result, the team decided that the remaining tests must be conducted with a 
covered Calrod® heater, and the final design must also be covered.  
One initial hesitation with using Calrod® heaters was the concern that the Calrod® heater would 
change resistance with temperature, which would create an uneven power input during the 
demonstration. However, during the testing, there was negligible change in resistance with the 
temperature change of the Calrod®. This is most likely due to the fact that the temperatures the 
apparatus is operating at and the differences in temperature that are being measured are much less 


















Covered 1/8'' OD 1.25" Long Calrod® Heater Covered Steady-
State Test
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5.0 Final Design 
5.1 CDR Design Description 
Using results from numerous preliminary tests, input from the sponsor, and engineering 
judgement, the CDR design for the Critical Radius of Insulation Demonstration was constructed. 
The apparatus consists of a box-shaped enclosure with a handle at the top. Most of the box is 
transparent and constructed of oak wood and acrylic, fastened with screws. Inside of the box is the 
voltage supply, two Calrod® heaters (one with insulation and thermal paste and the other one 
bare), two thermocouple readouts, and wiring to the heaters. The back panel of the apparatus is on 
a hinge for easy access to the interior components if any of them need to be adjusted. There will 
also be venting holes in the top of the acrylic panel to allow for controlled air flow. Finally, there 
is an ambient thermometer displaying the temperature inside the box. Figure 30 is a rendering of 
the CAD model containing all of the previously mentioned components with the exception of the 
ambient thermometer. 
 
Figure 30. CDR Design CAD Rendering 
5.2 CDR Design Justification 
The decision to enclose the apparatus in the transparent box was to reduce variations in air flow 
that contribute to an inconsistent convection coefficient. During testing, when the Calrod® heater 
was enclosed, more precise data was recorded. The decision to make use two stationary Calrod® 
heaters was chosen because of the thermal paste and a tight-fitting insulation used during the 
preliminary testing. Thermal paste eliminated the contact resistance between the heater and the 
insulation and helped to clearly prove the critical radius theory. Over time, thermal paste dries and 
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hardens, so it cannot be easily removed for the demonstration. The insulation is also relatively 
difficult to add and remove from the small diameter of the heater, and it would waste a significant 
amount of class demonstration time to correctly fit it on. These conclusions from testing 
significantly drove the final concept design and we can assume with relatively high confidence 
that the final design setup will work properly and demonstrate the critical radius theory. 
5.2.1 Structural Prototype Test Procedure 
The main component tested was the actual critical radius theory that we are attempting to 
demonstrate. For this component to operate correctly there needs to be a significant temperature 
difference between a heated cylinder with insulation and without insulation. In theory the cylinder 
with insulation of a certain thermal conductivity and thickness should have significantly greater 
heat loss, thus a significantly lower temperature. 
Testing Equipment  
1. Teckpower DC regulated voltage supply  
2. 2 Omega K-type thermocouples  
3. Centech Model 61593 digital multimeter  
4. 2 banana to banana leads  
5. 2 banana to alligator leads  
6. 1 Calrod® heater (1/8” diameter x 1” long)  
7. 1 3D printed PLA cylindrical insulation (variable sizes)  
8. Insignia thermal paste  
9. Stopwatch   
Safety 
The heated cylinder can reach temperatures up to 70°C, which is safe to touch for short 
time periods but can burn skin if it is held for extended periods. Thermal paste is also a slightly 
toxic material and it is safe to touch but should not be ingested or inhaled.  
Procedure  
1. Place Calrod® heater in testing stand so that it is completely suspended in free convection.  
2. Connect power supply to Calrod® heater using the banana to alligator clips.  
3. Connect multimeter in parallel to the heater.  
4. Attach thermocouple to top surface of the heater using clear tape.  
5. Leave second thermocouple free floating in enclosure to record ambient temperature.  
6. Place cardboard enclosure over experimental setup to prevent drafts or slight changes 
in room temperature.  
[Without insulation]  
7. Turn on DC power supply to set voltage (15V).  
8. Record current from power supply and voltage from multimeter.  
9. Start timer when power supply is turned on.  
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10. Record ambient temperature and surface temperature every 30 seconds until the 
surface temperature reaches steady state.  
11. Turn off power supply and let heater reach room temperature.  
[With insulation]  
12. After cylinder has reached room temperature apply a thin layer of thermal paste to 
the Calrod® heater and then slide on the printed PLA insulation.  
13. Repeat steps 8-11.  
5.2.2 Structural Prototype Test Results 
The team has learned throughout the project that the best way to verify the viability of a design or 
component is through testing, so this was the main justification behind the design. The critical 
radius theory is based on so many assumptions and generalizations that it is best not to rely on 
theoretical calculations and simulations to justify the designs. For the most reliable justification, 
data was collected on the structural prototype in order to prove its success for our final design. 
The first test was conducted using insulation on the 1/8” Calrod® in building 192-134 and used 
4mm OD 3D printed PLA insulation. The testing set up is shown in Figure 31. 15 volts and 31mA 
were supplied to the Calrod® heater in this, and every proceeding experiment. This test also used 
thermal paste to reduce the thermal contact resistance between the Calrod® heater and the 
insulation. The data below displayed in Figure 32 was collected using a type K thermocouple on 
the surface of the Calrod® heater. 
 
Figure 31. 1/8’’ Calrod® Heater Preliminary Set Up 
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Figure 32. Temperature vs. Time for an Insulated and Bare 1/8” Calrod® Heater 
The data in Figure 32 shows that there is actually a significant temperature decrease when the 
insulation is added to the Calrod® heater. Each set of data represents a different test using the 
same experimental setup and supplied power; the only difference is whether or not there was 
insulation on the Calrod®. This is the first conducted test that actually demonstrates the 
critical radius theory. One important note in the data is that it does have a lot of noise in the 
temperature of the Calrod®. This is due to the air conditioning turning on and off, and a lot of 
movement in the room. These drafts produce very noisy data, and for this reason, the remainder of 
testing with the apparatus was covered by a cardboard box. The vertical red line in the data 
represents the point in which the 4mm OD PLA insulation was removed from the Calrod® heater, 
and it is clear to see that as soon as the insulation was removed from the heater, the temperature 
immediately increases. 
After the first preliminary test, the 1/8” Calrod® heater was tested with the same PLA 3D printed 
insulation in a more controlled environment and with multiple insulation thicknesses. Thermal 
paste was also used in this experiment to reduce contact resistance and a vented cardboard box 
was placed over the entire test fixture in order to limit changes in the heat transfer coefficient and 
more accurately represent the conditions of the final design. A Calrod® heater fixture was 
designed, and 3D printed for the remainder of the tests. Figures 33 and 34 show the apparatus of 

























while Table 9 tabulates the key results and parameters from this test; note, “ΔT” is the temperature 
of the Calrod® heater at steady state minus the temperature of the bare Calrod® heater at steady 
state. 
 
Figure 33. Uncovered Test Apparatus 
 
Figure 34. Covered Test Apparatus 
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Figure 35. Temperature of Multiple Thicknesses on the 1/8” Calrod® Heater with Thermal Paste 
Table 9. Summary of Parameters and Results of the Test with Thermal Paste 





) ΔT (°C) 
No 
Insulation 15.08 0.031 0.46748 22.33 72.26 31.864 0 
6mm 15.08 0.031 0.46748 23.31 56.64 29.800 15.623 
8mm 15.06 0.031 0.46717 22.58 50.12 34.280 15.132 
10mm 15.06 0.031 0.46717 22.34 49.40 34.280 15.850 
12mm 15.08 0.031 0.46748 23.58 49.3 29.800 22.963 



















Temperature of 1/8" OD 1.25" Long Calrod Heater With Various 


















The data in this Figure 35 and Table 9 is much more stable that the preliminary data shown in 
Figure 32, yet it yields the same result. Again, each curve represents a different test that starts with 
the Calrod® at the same initial temperature for each test. The data in Figure 35 shows that the heat 
loss increases when the insulation is added up until a certain point—in this case around 8mm OD 
of PLA insulation. This means that the experimental critical radius lies somewhere around 4mm. 
After this point, temperature difference increases once again, meaning that the data of multiple 
different insulation thicknesses does not necessarily agree with theory. To more thoroughly define 
this, the experimental convection coefficients and the thermal conductivity of PLA were used in 
EES to determine theoretical temperature differences under these conditions. The resulting 
temperature differences at different insulation thicknesses from both the experiment and this 
theoretical model are tabulated below in Table 10, along with other necessary parameters. 






















0 0 N/A 31.864 N/A 0 0 
6 1.3 0.13 29.800 4.3624 15.623 11.16 
8 2.3 0.13 34.280 3.7923 15.132 12.48 
10 3.3 0.13 34.280 3.7923 15.850 12.19 
12 4.3 0.13 29.800 4.3624 22.963 11.31 
16 6.3 0.13 31.160 4.1720 18.336 8.977 
   Avg h: Avg rcr:   
   31.864 4.09629   
 
In order to better visualize this comparison, the temperature differences are plotted against 
insulation thickness in Figure 36 below. 
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Figure 36. Theoretical and Experimental Temperature Differences with Thermal Paste 
As mentioned previously, the experimental curve does not necessarily look as it is theoretically 
expected to, with multiple temperature difference spikes along the spectrum of insulations 
thicknesses. It is important to note, however, that the range of temperature differences is similar 
to what was expected, roughly 10-20°C.  
Thermal paste can be quite messy and difficult to deal with. If the team plans to create a 
demonstration with removable insulation, it would be necessary to run the demo without the use 
of thermal paste. Because of this potential obstacle, it was beneficial to run the same test as was 
just described but without the use of thermal paste. The apparatus, set-up, and procedure were the 
same as the test described above. The temperatures at difference insulation thicknesses without 
thermal paste are plotted in Figure 37 below and Table 11 tabulates the key results and parameters 


































Figure 37. Temperature of Multiple Thicknesses on 1/8” Calrod® Heater without Thermal Paste 


















Insulation 15.06 0.031 0.46686 23.27 68.17 33.10 0 
6mm 15.06 0.031 0.46686 23.27 58.06 42.72 10.11 
8mm 15.06 0.031 0.46686 23.24 55.19 46.52 12.98 
10mm 15.06 0.031 0.46686 23.82 50.61 55.47 17.55 
12mm 15.06 0.031 0.46686 23.13 51.58 52.23 16.59 























Temperature of 1/8" Calrod Heater at Various Insulation 














It is again evident from these results that the critical radius theory has been proved by increasing 
heat loss as insulation is added. It is important to note, however, that there is no clear trend in the 
magnitude of the temperature difference in relation to insulation thickness. The same theoretical 
EES analysis was completed in this case in order to compare our experimental results to expected 
theoretical behavior. The resulting temperature differences at different insulation thicknesses of 
both the experiment and theoretical model are tabulated below in Table 12, along with other 
necessary parameters. 























0 0 N/A 31.03 N/A 0 0 
6 1.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 10.110 11.780 
8 2.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 12.980 13.290 
10 3.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 17.550 13.130 
12 4.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 16.590 12.320 
14 5.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 14.010 11.250 
16 6.3 0.130 31.03 4.189 18.185 10.080 
   Avg h: Avg rcr:   
   31.030 4.189   
 
In order to better visualize this comparison, the temperature differences are plotted against 




Figure 38. Theoretical and Experimental Temperature Differences without Thermal Paste 
Once again, the experimental data showed that there is a peak temperature difference near an 
insulation thickness of 3.3mm (radius of 5mm), but the data is a bit erratic with another peak 
shortly after at 6.3mm thickness. The general range of temperature differences, however, is very 
similar to what was expected, around 10-20°C.  
From these two sets of experiments two things can be concluded. The first is that the critical 
radius theory can be demonstrated with repeatable, large temperature margins. This is of 
utmost importance, as it means it will be an exciting and convincing demonstration for Heat 
Transfer students. The second thing is that thermal paste, although helpful, is not entirely necessary 
to attain large temperature margins, thus providing more freedom in the design of the final 
apparatus, particularly in the decision between using removable insulation or two side-by-side 
cylinders. The lack of thermal paste means that the operator could remove the insulation without 
dealing with a mess or the paste hardening over time. Regardless of this, the final design still uses 
two side by side cylinders because the apparatus is very small, and it may be difficult to remove 
and replace the insulation quickly during a classroom demonstration. 
5.3 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair 
The safety considerations made for this design mainly concern the heated Calrod® heaters in the 
container and the amperage going through the wires from the power supply to the heaters. The 
main reason to keep the surface temperature of the cylinder around 60°C was because this 
temperature is still cool enough to touch with a bare hand for a short period of time. Even if the 
user reached in the enclosure and touched the cylinders at their max temperature, he or she would 































not be any exposed wiring and in the rare case that someone is exposed to a frayed wire, the 
amperage (0.031A) going through this wire is not likely to cause serious injury, although it may 
deliver a painful shock. 
The maintenance of this device should be at a minimum. The device is going to be plugged into a 
wall outlet, so there is no need to replace or charge batteries. However, the thermocouple displays 
may need to have their batteries replaced occasionally depending on how heavily the apparatus is 
used. In order to accommodate maintenance and repairs, the enclosure can be easily accessed from 
the hinged door on the back panel. All of the components are also attached with standard fasteners, 
so the user can easily replace any displays or wiring that is necessary. If this device is properly 
maintained and not damaged from external causes, it can last for several years and still perform 
convincing demonstrations. 
5.4 Final Design Description 
Many off the shelf components were purchased and used for the final project in order to keep it 
simple and cost effective. Since the group experienced issues with the durability of standard 1/8” 
Calrod heaters from previous prototypes, custom Calrod heaters were ordered from Watlow. The 
Calrod heaters were ordered with a mounting plate already attached to the cylinder, and with a 
robust cable attachment with metal mesh protecting all the wiring. These robust Calrod heaters 
still have the same heating capabilities as the ones tested before, but they are much more practical 
for our use.  
 
Figure 39. 1/8” x 2.25” Custom Calrod Heater 
For the demonstration, we needed to ensure that the Calrod heaters are supplied the same power 
at all times, and we needed a way to physically show the amount of power being supplied for the 
students to perform calculations. To achieve both these goals simultaneously, we purchased 
voltage regulators which require an input voltage of 1.5 times the output voltage. The output 
voltage, current, and voltage are easily displayed in a clear LED screen for the students to read. 
This voltage regulator also remembers its last used setting, so that with a push of a button, the 
same voltage can be outputted as the previous experiment. This voltage regulator is also designed 
to be panel mounted, which is required for this apparatus.  
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Figure 40. Voltage Regulator Display 
The thermocouple displays have their own internal voltage regulation, so they were able to be 
wired directly to the primary voltage source. The thermocouple displays are also designed to be 
panel mounted and have a clear red LED display that shows the temperature in ℃. K type 
thermocouples were used and wired into the thermocouple display. This panel-mount display 
require voltage in, and thermocouple positive and negative terminals out. 
 
Figure 41. Temperature Readout Display 
Although it was requested for the apparatus to be battery powered, we decided to go with a design 
that uses a small power supply. This 1 lb. power supply is rated to 30V and 3.75A, which are both 
far less than what it is intended to ever see. We decided not to use batteries because their voltage 
decreases as the battery dissipates which wasn’t ideal for an application that required constant 
power. Batteries also need to be recharged and if the operator isn’t diligent about this, then the 
voltage may drop so low that the voltage regulators and/or temperature displays may not be 
inputted enough power to operate. Also, the voltage supply adds one more degree of adjustability 
so that if the operator wants to try a different voltage, it is easy to do so. Since this voltage source 
is such a lightweight piece of equipment, it doesn’t add much burden to carry. The main downside 
of having this power supply is the need to carry around cords, and a requirement of an outlet to 
operate the apparatus. 
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Figure 42. Power Supply 
A block diagram of the circuit of the entire system can be seen below in Figure 43. It is a simple 
parallel circuit where 20V goes into the thermocouple displays, and voltage regulators, and 11V 
goes out to the Calrod heaters. The 20V in and 11V out can easily be adjusted. 
 
Figure 43. Electrical Circuit 
The actual circuit was assembled by soldering black and red electrical wire onto a peg board. The 
peg board was cut using a laser cutter so that it didn’t take up more space than necessary. Some 
extra nodes were left on the peg board, just in case the operator wants to make any adjustments to 
the circuit at a later time. With that, the peg board was command stripped with Velcro so that it 
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can easily be removed, while still remaining secure when the apparatus is moved. The wires were 
organized, zip tied, and cut to length when the whole apparatus was assembled.  
 
Figure 44. Peg Board with Wires 
To be considerate of the budget, a team member’s personal 3D printer and filament was frequently 
used to manufacture simple and custom parts. Conveniently, the thermal conductivity of PLA 
filament is approximately 0.13 =
>R
, which provides enough conductivity for the critical radius to 
be possible with a 0.125” OD Calrod heater. PLA is also strong enough to act as load bearing 
members in the apparatus. PLA was used to print the L brackets, the handle, and the voltage supply 
holster. These pieces were also spray painted. Gold accents were used to introduce a “Cal Poly” 
color theme.  
 
Figure 45. PLA Bracket and Handle 
In the final design, the enclosure is made entirely out of 1/8th inch thick acrylic. The front, top, and 
back is made of clear acrylic for easy visibility, while the sides and bottom will be made of green 
acrylic. A puzzle-piece pattern was used on the edges of the acrylic so that there is more surface 
area for epoxy to contact the acrylic. The back panel will be able to slide out for accessibility and 
maintenance. Full CAD drawing package with the exploded assembly view, bill of materials, and 






Figure 46. SOLIDWORKS CAD Rendering of Final Apparatus 
 
 
Figure 47. Assembled Final Apparatus 
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After completing the design, manufacturing and testing of the final apparatus, the supplemental 
worksheet was developed using the measured and testing values. This worksheet will be given to 
the students during the demonstration and ask them to calculate the bare and insulated cylinders’ 
final temperatures during the time it takes for the physical cylinders to heat up. The supplemental 
worksheet and solutions are attached in Appendix [G]. 
5.5 Final Analytical (EES) Model 
After the experimental testing of the structural prototype, the initial analytical EES code mentioned 
in the Concept Design section was updated to reflect new experimental data from the structural 
and verification prototype data. The main goal of this analytical model was to be able to predict 
the overall thermal resistance and time constant of the system based on the insulation thickness. 
Since we determined that many of the assumptions made in the critical radius of insulation theory 
are not entirely accurate, the model needed to encompass all modes of heat transfer and use 
experimentally measured values when available. The heat transfer coefficient is a major 
component to this experiment and theory; however, it is not easy to accurately determine. The first 
method to determine h was to analytically calculate it using the Nusselt correlations, however, this 
was found to be inaccurate, so the team needed another method. In order to match the model to the 
experimental data a correlation between the heat transfer coefficient and insulation outer radius 
was experimentally determined using the verification prototype. With these experimentally 
determined coefficients a curve for the thermal resistance can be modeled and seen in Figure 48. 
 
Figure 48. Theoretical Relationship Between Thermal Resistance and Insulation Size 
The trend of Figure 48 shows that there is an immediate change in the thermal resistance of the 
system when some insulation is added due to the increased surface area the insulation adds. After 
the values reach a minimum the thermal resistance gradually increases as the conduction thermal 
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trend that the team was expecting to find, and the theoretical critical radius can be determined from 
this figure by looking at the radius that gives the smallest thermal resistance. 
Another important characteristic is the time constant because this will determine how long the 
experiment will take to run in class and this project is limited to 20 minutes or less. The time 
constant is defined as the time it takes for a system to reach 63.2% of its final value, and it can be 
theoretically determined by the equation 𝜏 = 𝑚𝐶Y𝑅C2. A relationship between the time constant 
and outer radius can be seen in Figure 49. 
 
Figure 49. Theoretical Relationship Between Time Constant and Insulation Size 
This figure shows that the time it takes for the system to reach steady state will exponentially 
increase as more and more insulation is added to the system. This is because with a larger insulation 
radius there is a larger insulation mass and thermal resistance, which both contribute to the time 
constant. The objective of this project is to have a demonstration with a short settling time, so it is 
important to use this graph to find a limit on the insulation radius that will give the team the desired 
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A majority of the final design’s key components will be standard parts purchased from outside 
suppliers. Table 13 lists the breakdown for the standard components that will be purchased, and 
Table 14 lists the breakdown for the raw materials purchased that will need further processing. 
Table 13. Procured Components 
Component Quantity Description Cost 
1/8” OD Calrod® 
heater 2 Cylindrical heating element $214.12 
PLA Insulation 1 3D Printed; cylindrical insulation [0.13 W/mK] N/A 
Thermocouple 
Display 2 
Measures and displays surface temperature 
for each Calrod® heater $210.00 
Power Supply 1 Supplies power to the all electrical components $149.95 
Voltage Regulator 2 Controls voltage supplied to each heater $88.00 
Conductor Wires 10ft Used to connect electrical components to power supply $1.00 
Handle 1 3D Printed; secures to center of mass allowing for easy carrying N/A 
M3 Bolts 16 For securing Calrod heaters and structural supports $10.40 
M3 Nuts 16 For securing bolts $4.00 
M3 Washers 16 Attached to M3 bolts $2.88 
3/16” Bolts 4 Used to secure handle $3.60 
3/16” Nuts 4 Used to secure handle $3.60 
3/16” Washers 4 Used to secure handle $0.92 
Protoboard 1 Used to connect electrical components in parallel to power supply $9.00 
Command Strips 1 Used to secure power supply to frame $5.99 
Terminal Blocks 2 Used in Voltage Regulators $9.57 
  Total $713.03 
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Table 14. Procured Raw Materials 
Material Quantity Description Price 
Clear Cast 
Acrylic 16” x 30” 1/8” thick, raw material for front, top, and back panels $51.00 
Green Cast 
Acrylic 16” x 30” 1/8” thick, raw material for side and bottom panels $86.00 
  Total $137.00 
6.2 Manufacturing Steps 
In order to build the final verification prototype, the following manufacturing steps and processes 
will be completed.  
6.2.1 Materials  
1. Heating Elements 
a. Two 1/8” diameter, 2 1/2” long Calrod® heater purchased from instrumart.com  
2. Insulation 
a. 3D printed with a Creality Ender 3D printer using blue PLA filament 
i. It is important to keep hands away from the nozzle of the 3D printer 
since it reaches 200°C. 
3. Power Supply 
a. Purchased 
4. Voltage Regulators 
a. Purchased 
5. Housing 
a. Manufactured from clear and green acrylic 
b. Cut on the laser cutter in the Mustang 60 machine shop 
6. Fasteners 
a. 16 M3 cap head bolts, M3 nuts, M3 washers 
b. Purchased from Miner’s Ace Hardware Store in San Luis Obispo 
7. Handle 
a. 3D printed with a Creality Ender 3 printer using blue PLA filament 
b. Spray painted with gold paint (3 coats) 
8. Structural L-Brackets 
a. 3D printed with Creality Ender 3D printer using blue PLA filament 
b. Spray painted with gold paint (3 coats) 
9. Thermocouple wire (K-type) 
a. Obtained from Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering department for free 
10. Thermocouple digital readout 
a. Purchased 
11. Insulated conductor wire 
a. Purchased from Cal Poly Electrical Engineering department 
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12. Protoboard 
a. Purchased from Cal Poly Electrical Engineering department 
6.2.2 Component Manufacturing 
1. Laser cut clear acrylic front, back, and top panels according to the CAD model using 
the laser cutter in Mustang 60 machine shop. 
2. Laser cut green acrylic bottom, side, and heater support panels according to the CAD 
model using the laser cutter in Mustang 60 machine shop. 
3. Laser cut and raster “Insulated” and “Bare” labels from green acrylic 
4. Use white paint to fill in the raster cavity. 
 
 
Figure 50. Cut and Painted “Insulated” Label Plaque 
6.2.3 Assembly  
5. Use epoxy to connect the front, bottom, and side panels together and let dry for 24 
hours. 
   
Figure 51. Side to Front Panel Joints 
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6. Attach voltage regulator and thermocouple displays to front panel using panel 
mounting technique specified by product instructions. 
 
 
Figure 52. Panel Mounted Thermocouple Display and Voltage Regulator 
7. Solder lead wires for power supply, voltage regulators, and thermocouple displays in 
parallel to protoboard 
8. Use laser cutter in Mustang 60 to remove unused section of protoboard. 
 
Figure 53. Protoboard with Lead Wires Attached with Solder 
9. Attach lead wires to voltage regulators and thermocouple displays. 
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Figure 54. Lead Wires Connected to Voltage Regulator Terminal Blocks 
10. Secure protoboard to bottom panel using piece of command strip. 
11. Secure heaters to the acrylic support structures using 2 procured M3 nuts, bolts, and 
washers for each. 
  
Figure 55. Calrod Heaters Secured to Acrylic Supports 
12. Install both heaters lead wires into the voltage regulators. 
13. Set top panel in place then temporarily secure 3D printed support brackets using tape 
in order to locate for drilling operation. 
14. Remove top panel from assembly and Drill holes in panel through each to secure 
brackets using M3 drill bit (2 holes per bracket). 




Figure 56. Brackets Attached to Top Panel Using M3 Nuts and Bolts 
16. Use epoxy to fix top panel to assembly, applying epoxy to bracket sides and puzzle 
piece fittings on top and side panels 
17. Simultaneously fix heater supports to top and bottom panels using epoxy and another 
3D printed bracket on the bottom panel for each support. 
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Figure 57. Front to Top Epoxy Panel Joint 
 
Figure 58. Bracket Secured by Epoxy to Bottom of Heater Support 
 
Figure 59. Side to Top Panel Joint 
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18. Let epoxy cure for 24 hours. 
19. Once epoxy for previous step is stable, secure the far back acrylic slot pieces using the 
same technique. 
  
Figure 60. Top and Side View of Acrylic Panel Used to Create Back Panel Slot 
20. Install 2 strips of K-type thermocouple wire into the appropriate port in each 
thermocouple displays. 
21. Attach thermocouple wires to the respective heaters using adhesive copper tape. 
22. Place PLA insulation on the designated “Insulated” heater. 
23. Attach handle to top panel using 3/16” nuts, bolts, and washers. 
 
Figure 61. Handle Attached Using 3/16'' Nuts and Bolts 
24. Attach “Bare” and “Insulation” plaques to the front of apparatus using epoxy. 
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To verify the manufacturing procedures, we purchased 1/8” plywood to test the laser cutting 
procedures and manufacturing processes. This dry run was important for testing the temperature 
display and voltage regulator mount cutouts, and for making sure all the pieces fit with sufficient 
clearance. Multiple design iterations were tested to find the mount sizes which were secure, but 
still easy to install. With the panel mount sizes verified, a full-scale wood version was laser cut 
and assembled with wood glue. A breadboard was used as the circuit board in this design 
verification due to the easily ability to connect and disconnect cables. Figure 62 below shows the 
wood apparatus with all the components installed. 
      
Figure 62. Operational Laser Cut Wood Prototype 
This apparatus was powered up and teststed to ensure all the components worked as expected. 
With an input voltage of 20V, the voltage regulators were both able to provide constant power to 
each Calrod, as expected. Additionally, at ambient temperature, both thermocouples consistantly 
displayed the same temperature ±1°𝐶. This verified that the laser cutting manufacturing method 
works as expected, and the final model can be manufactured using the same CAD. 
3D printing was all performed on a personal Creality Ender 3 3D printer using blue PLA filiment. 
The heater bed was kept at 60°𝐶 and the nozzle was printed at a setting of 200°𝐶. A layor height 
of 0.08mm was used when printing the insulations, in order to ensure a surface that is very smooth. 
For the other components, a print layer height of 0.12mm was used. All 3D prints were printed 
using a bed adhesion layer from standard settings using Ultimaker Cura software. The handle was 
3D printed with additional supports, which is a built in function in the Cura software.  
The insulations were printed in many different orientations, but printing the insulations vertically 
produced the smoothest print. The smallest insulation (3mm radius) was the most difficult to print 
because it would tip over half way through the print because of its small surface area attached to 
the printer bed. Printing this insulation horizontally also didn’t work becsue the inside required 
supports to print, and the supports were near impossible to remove from inside and left a rough 
surface that the calrod couldn’t enter. To fix this issue, we designed the CAD with a larger plate 
adhesion, and with disks that provide a platform for Cura supports to attach to. After the print, the 
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plate and disks were simply removed from the insulation. Figure 60, below, show a CAD renderig 
of the 3mm radius insulation before uploading it to the Cura software for building supports and 
generating g-code. 
    
Figure 63. 3mm Radius Insulation 3D printer CAD (Left), Creality Ender 3 Printer (Right) 
6.3 Outsources 
This project does not require any outsourced manufacturing at this time. 
6.4 Challenges 
We ran into a few difficulties while manufacturing our final design. The main difficulty was how 
to secure the top to the rest of the enclosure. At first, we were just going to use epoxy, as we had 
with the sides and bottom, but we quickly realized that since the top would be carrying most of the 
weight, there would likely be deflection, so we needed something stronger. What we did instead 
is 3D printed L brackets that we could bolt to the top and epoxy to the sides. These L brackets 
would also be used to secure the Calrod® heater supports to the top and bottom of the enclosure. 
In the future, it would be a good idea to have slots in the side panels that the top panel could fit 
into, which would allow the load to be carried by more than just the epoxy that holds the top on. 
Another issue we encountered was cracking on the acrylic. Cracks started to form in sharp corners 
where stress concentrations were high, but also along some rounded edges where no loads were 
being taken. Since the apparatus hasn’t undergone any significant stress, we think most of the 
cracking may be due to thermal fatigue due to large temperature fluctuations. Since our locker is 
outside where it gets as cold as 40°𝐹 at night and up to 90°𝐹 during the day, the acrylic has 
undergone many thermal cycles that may have induced cracking. We don’t think the cracking will 
jeopardize the functionality of the apparatus, but it may decrease the life of the structure.  
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6.5 Recommendations 
The manufacturing and assembly process for this design turned out to be more difficult than the 
team anticipated, which is typically the case. Initially, the team did not account for the need to add 
brackets to help support the top panel while the apparatus is being carried. The team had made this 
decision after the top panel was already laser cut, so drilling was required to create the necessary 
holes to secure the brackets. In the future, it would be easier to just laser cut these holes in the 
same operation as the initial panel cut. This would lead to less manufacturing time and more 
accurate hold placement. Another recommendation for future manufacturing would be to use 
clamps or another method to secure the pieces in place while the epoxy was curing. It was difficult 
to hold the components in place for an extended period of time by hand without them move or the 
pieces separating at times. It would have also been beneficial to raster the “Insulated” and “Bare” 
labels directly on the front panel during the initial laser cut so that another component did not have 
to be manufactured and added to the assembly. Lastly, the team should have cut the protoboard to 
size before the lead wires were soldered to it instead of after. The lead wires dangling from the 
protoboard during laser cutting was awkward and could have potentially led to error. 
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7.0 Design Verification 
Once the final design is completely manufactured, the team must verify that it meets all of the 
specifications that are set in the Objectives section. The design verification plan will detail how 
these specifications will be tested and what the success criteria will be for each test. The Critical 
Radius project has already undergone an extensive amount of testing up to this point and the design 
verification plan will be an extension of previous testing to be used on the final design. The 
DVP&R spreadsheet can be referenced in Appendix [H]. 
7.1 Temperature Difference and Operating Temperature Verification 
The first test to be conducted will verify that the apparatus can reach the required operating 
temperature without exceeding it and show a large enough temperature difference between the 
insulated and uninsulated cylinders. 
In order to test the robustness of this design the team will test the apparatus in several different 
locations with different ambient conditions and temperatures. This testing method will ensure that 
the design will work in any situation that the user will potentially be in. 
Testing Locations 
1. Cal Poly room 192-132 
2. Cal Poly room 192-120 
3. Bonderson Hangar Bay 
4. Cal Poly room 02-213 
5. Cal Poly room 180-114 
6. 1 outdoor location 
The testing locations that are held in Cal Poly classrooms may be substituted with any other Cal 
Poly classroom, if the specified room is in use/unavailable.  
Testing Equipment 
1. Completed Critical Radius apparatus 
2. Access to 120V wall outlet 
3. Data collection system (Excel) 
Procedure 
1. Place apparatus at desk height (2’-4’ above the floor) and plug into wall outlet. 
2. Turn on the thermocouple displays for the bare and insulated wires and ensure they are 
within 1°C of each other. 
3. Turn on power supply and set to preset voltage (11V). 
4. Allow both Calrod® heaters to reach steady state. Steady state conditions will be met when 
there is less than a 0.5°C/min temperature change displayed on the thermocouple readout. 
5. Record the steady state temperature of the ambient temperature, the uninsulated 
thermocouple, and the insulated thermocouple. 
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6. Turn off power supply and allow Calrod® heaters to return to room temperature. 
Success Criteria 
Spec # Specification Description Acceptance Criteria Test Results Pass/Fail 
1 Insulated vs. bare temperature difference 
>2°F 
[1.1°C] 16°C Pass 
2 Heated cylinder operating surface temperature 
100-150°F 
[38-70°C] 64°C Pass 
 
7.2 Steady State and Demo Time Verification 
The next verification will be used to determine if the sponsor can realistically complete this 
demonstration within his specified allotment of 20 minutes. This test will be addressing two 
specifications: the time the cylinder takes to reach steady state and the overall time for the 
classroom demonstration. Although this verification is related to a different aspect of the project 
it will most likely be tested at the same time as the previous verification test. 
Testing Locations 
1. Cal Poly room 192-132 
2. Cal Poly room 192-120 
3. Bonderson Hangar Bay 
4. Cal Poly room 02-213 
5. Cal Poly room 180-114 
6. 1 outdoor location 
The testing locations that are held in Cal Poly classrooms may be substituted with any other Cal 
Poly classroom, if the specified room is in use/unavailable. 
Testing Equipment 
1. Completed Critical Radius apparatus  
2. Stopwatch 
3. Access to 120V wall outlet 
4. Data collection system (Excel) 
Procedure 
1. Place apparatus at desk height (2’-4’ above the floor) and plug into wall outlet. 
2. Turn on the thermocouple displays for the bare and insulated wires and ensure they are 
within 1°C of each other. 
3. Turn on power supply and set to preset voltage (11V). 
4. Start the stopwatch at the moment the power supply is turned on. 
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5. Allow both Calrod® heaters to reach steady state and then record the time it takes for each 
heater to reach steady state. Steady state conditions will be met when there is less than a 
0.5°C/min temperature change displayed on the thermocouple readout. 
6. Record the temperature data and complete the in-class handout while the stopwatch is still 
running. 
7. Record total time it takes for Calrod® heaters to reach steady state and for the in-class 
handout to be completed. 
8. Turn off power supply and allow Calrod® heaters to return to room temperature. 
Success Criteria 
Spec # Specification Description Acceptance Criteria Test Results Pass/Fail 
3 Time for heater to reach steady state <15 minutes 6.25 min Pass 




7.3 Final Test Results 
With a targeted bare Calrod heater temperature of 60°C, we first tested both calrods by slowly 
increasing the applied voltage and recording their steady state temperatures. Type K 
thermocouples were taped onto the Calrod heaters using conductive copper tape. The voltage that 
produced a steadystate temperature closest to 60°C was at 11V, as seen below in Figure 64. With 
this test, we are also able to see the difference between the two Calrod heater operating 
temperatures at constant power. At 11V (0.495W), Calrod A had a steady state temperature of 
63°C, while Calrod B had a steady state temperature of 60°C. A temperature difference of three 
degrees will not jeopardize the success of the demonstration since a temperature differences of 
over 10°C were experienced with insulation installed on the Calrods.  
 


























To find the time constant and the time for the bare Calrod to reach steady state, we supplied the 
Calrod with 11V, and recorded the temperature every 15 seconds until the temperature stopped 
increasing for several minutes. Figure 65 below shows the results. Info on time constant, 
convection coefficient, power and other parameters for this test and all proceeding tests are 
summarized in Table 15 below.  
 
Figure 65. Bare Calrod Heater Temperature as a Function of Time at 11V 
Using the 3D printed PLA insulating sleeves, tests were completed to obtain data for temperature 
versus time for multiple insulation thicknesses. The first goal of these tests was to prove that by 
adding insulation to the Calrod Heater, the steady state temperature would be less than that of the 
bare heater. The second goal of these tests was to find the critical radius of insulation from all the 
insulation sizes. Figures 66-71 show the temperature versus time plots for 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 























Figure 66. 3mm Radius PLA Results 
 
 











































Figure 68. 5mm Radius PLA Results 
 
 











































Figure 70. 7mm Radius PLA Results 
 
 










































The critical radius of insulation is the radius at which the steady state temperature of the Calrod 
heater is the lowest with insulation. As seen from Figure 72, the critical radius is between 5mm 
and 6mm for PLA insulation.  
 
 
Figure 72. Critical Radius for PLA Insulated Calrod Heater 
 
















)  t (min) 
1.5875 
(Bare) 10.98 0.045 0.494 41 0.633 19.027 1.75 
3 10.98 0.045 0.494 32 1.197 15.877 2.25 
4 10.98 0.045 0.494 27 1.596 15.480 2.75 
5 10.98 0.045 0.494 26 1.995 13.760 3 
6 10.98 0.045 0.494 26 2.394 12.900 3.5 
7 10.98 0.045 0.494 28 2.793 11.794 4 






















Critical Radius Plot PLA Insulated Calrod Heater 
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7.4 Dimensions and Weight Verification 
The last verification is a measurement not an experiment. This verification is to determine the 
portability of the apparatus by measuring the weight and volume of the final design. 
Testing Location 
This verification process should be conducted in the Mustang 60 machine shop, but the team can 
choose to use any area that appropriately fits the needs of this verification. 
Testing Equipment 
1. Completed Critical Radius apparatus 
2. Scale (Cal Poly thermodynamics laboratory) 
3. Meter stick 
Procedure 
1. Place the apparatus on a flat surface and measure its length, width, and height using a meter 
stick or other appropriate measuring device. 
2. Use the scale in the Cal Poly thermodynamics laboratory to measure the overall mass of 
the apparatus. 
Success Criteria 
Spec # Specification Description Acceptance Criteria 
Test 
Results Pass/Fail 
4 Overall Weight <20 lb. [9kg] 4.03 lb. Pass 
5 Spatial Dimensions 1ft x 1.5ft x 2ft [0.3m x 0.5m x 0.6m] 
6in x 7in 





To further analyze the critical radius of insulation theory, an EES model was developed to simulate 
the apparatus as it stands. See previous section 5.5 Final Analytical (EES) Model for the full 
analysis. 
 




















Thermal Resistance vs Insulation Radius
Experimental Simulation
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8.0 Project Management 
One of the main components of the process the team followed throughout the design project was 
frequent testing of a variety of situations. Preliminary testing was initially prescribed to us by our 
sponsor and the team quickly realized it was going to be a valuable tool to use to verify our 
conceptual prototypes and analysis. As seen throughout this report, the final design had many 
iterations, and many of these designs came from testing among other things.  
Although testing was a valuable asset to the team, it did seem like sometimes the team was using 
testing as a form of guessing and checking rather than verifying a well thought out and thoroughly 
analyzed design. However, this was mainly used while we were trying to find the appropriate 
heater and insulation material, which does happen to be the most critical part of the success of the 
demonstration. Another reason why physical testing was important during the design process was 
because the team found early on that there was a significant disagreement between analytical 
calculations and what actually happened. The critical radius of insulation theory relies on so many 
assumptions, and many of them are not necessarily accurate to the physical system. Part of this 
was also due to the fact that most of the team was learning along the way about what exactly was 
needed for this design to be successful. 
This guessing and checking approach did end up working for finding the perfect heating and 
insulation combination for our final design, however. The lessons we learned from this initial 
design consideration was used while we were designing our final electrical system and casing, and 
we were able to get it right the first time. 
Aside from the testing and analysis of this project, on future projects the team would have liked to 
give themselves more time for manufacturing the final assembly. During the manufacturing stage 
of the project the team seemed to underestimate the time needed to manufacture and assemble the 
final product because of its simplicity. The final assembly for this project was just a laser cut box 
with some minor soldering on the inside, so it seemed to be fairly simple. However, as 
manufacturing began there were many challenges that the team did not account for such as the 
laser cutter breaking down and the voltage regulator terminal block needing to be replaced. The 
team was far enough ahead for this not to be a scheduling issue, but there were a few things that 
were added last second of the manufacturing process. One of these things was the addition of 3D 
printed brackets as suggested by our sponsor. Another was the changing of the mechanism that 
held the power supply in transit from Command strips to a 3D printed holster. The team was able 
to add these things before the Expo deadline, but it would have been nice to spend more time 
manufacturing early on to avoid these last second changes. The Gantt Chart that the team used to 




This document outlines the entire design iteration process, the final design, the manufacturing 
process, and the verification process for the Critical Radius of Insulation senior project. Overall, 
the project was a success and the team was able to build a portable apparatus that quickly and 
easily demonstrates the concept of the critical radius of insulation. The final prototype is easy to 
operate, safe to use, and shows that, given the right insulation material and dimensions, adding 
insulation to a cylinder can actually increase its heat loss making it colder than it would be without 
one. The whole team is proud of the results of this project and every team member learned 
something along the way that was somewhat unexpected. The final design involved much more 
electrical engineering considerations than the team had originally expected, and the team had to 
adapted in order to succeed. The project did succeed in pushing the group members out of their 
normal comfort zones, which is beneficial in most cases and helps engineers grow and develop. 
As expected, this project also successfully pushed the team to experience and grapple with every 
step of the engineering design process and learn many lessons along the way. 
Although the project was overall successful there were a few things that we failed to achieve. Some 
of our initial specifications indicated that the sponsor would have liked the apparatus to be battery 
powered. Unfortunately, the team could not create a design that could have worked with a 
reasonably sized battery. There could have been a solution to this issue, but the group did not have 
enough electrical engineering experience to make this specification work within our given time 
frame. As mentioned earlier, one benefit of using a plug-in power supply instead of a battery is 
that there is no worry of the power supply degrading over time like a battery. This project also 
failed to achieve a convincing correlation between our analytical EES model and our experimental 
data. The overall trends of the data and some of the key values were close, but overall the 
correlations were not aligned. This fact is partially explained by the study of heat transfer being 
only about 80% accurate as stated by the sponsor himself.  
If the team were to do this project over again, it would have spent more time in the beginning 
developing the analytical tool, so that we could make more educated design decisions. The team 
would have also sought out the help of an electrical engineer earlier in the design/manufacturing 
process. As mentioned, many of the electrical decisions were somewhat uniformed and have 
someone to ask for advice about it would have been a significant help. Throughout the project, the 
team did seek out the help of one or two EE faculty members and students, but for much of the 
time the members were unaware of what type of electromechanical components were available.  
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9.1 Next Steps 
Hopefully the prototype that the team has created successful, the students resonate with how the 
demonstration is being run, and it helps them understand the critical radius process. However, it is 
possible that some part of the demonstration is not easily understood by students who have not 
taken heat transfer before and the demo could be improved. The sponsor should consider surveying 
the students and seeing how much the current setup helps them learn the concept, or if there is 
another way they would like to see it. The sponsor could also consider using the variable thickness 
insulations that we have printed to modify the experiment and show the students that there is some 
sort of curve that depends on the outer radius. The team purposely made the housing easy to get 
into and modify in case the sponsor wants to repair or swap out some of the components that are 
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Appendices 
[A] User Interviews 
 
Interviewees: 
[A] Jay Sterner, [B] Jody Cearns, [C] Jasper Lewin, [D] Scott Finfer, [E] Lars Hedin 
 
1. Have you taken ME 350 (Heat Transfer) at Cal Poly?  
[A] Yes, with Westphal 
[B] Yes, with Westphal 
[C] Yes, with Maddren 
[D] Yes, with Westphal 
[E] Yes with Patton  
 
2. Are you aware of the critical radius of insulation theory? Describe it as best as you can.  
[A] Yes, I am familiar, the radius of the insulation where adding insulation actually cools the wire 
through conduction rather than insulate it.  
[B] Yes, the optimal thickness of the insulation so that convection is more dominant than the 
conduction.  
[C] No, I am not familiar.  
[D] Yes, there is a point at which if you add more insulation you get colder instead of warmer.  
[E] No, Patton didn’t teach that concept. 
 
3. Is this concept counterintuitive to you in some way?  
[A] It was at first before I understood it but now it’s not.  
[B] A little bit, just because you are adding more material and it is causing more heat transfer.  
[C] Yes, usually I expect insulation to keep material warmer.  
[D] Yes, hard to understand at first, but thought Russ explained the concept well.  
[E] Yes, I can see how it works now. 
 
4. Are you skeptical that this theory is practical?  
[A] As far as I know, it should be doable.  
[B] I think it will be hard to do but it will be doable in the perfect environment for the simulation.  
[C] Yes, I’m a bit skeptical, it sounds like one of those things that sounds doable in theory but isn’t 
applicable in the real world.  
[D] Yes, I think you can prove it, I believed Russ at face value when he explained it in class.  
[E] Yeah but it would be cool to see. 
 
5. Would you like to see a side by side comparison or a before and after insulation demo?  
[A] One wire, so you can see the same wire undergo the process.  
[B] Side by side, unless you could get the temperature to change quickly. Just one wire might be 
a lot of waiting around.  
[C] One wire would be more interesting because there’s an action being performed and uncertainty 
in the outcome.  
[D] One wire would be more convincing than the side by side demo.  
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[E] The same cylinder would be more convincing. 
 
6. What measurement would be the most convincing? (Temperature, heat flux, resistance, 
thermal resistance) 
[A] Probably just temperature, the others are more difficult to understand the meaning behind.  
[B] Temperature. It seems like the most straightforward. 
[C] Temperature would make the most sense.  
[D] Temperature seems the most “real world” and easy to understand measurement. 
[E] Temperature. 
 
7. How much of a change would you need to see in the above measurement? (a few degrees, 
5%, 10%, etc.) 
[A] Maybe 5 degrees. 
[B] At least a degree. 
[C] About 3 degrees.  
[D] At least 5 degrees. Could be convinced by 2-3 degrees though. 
[E] Maybe 2 degrees. 
 
8. Do you have any suggestions for how you would like to see this demo set up?  
[A] Run current through a wire and have a thermocouple reading the temperature, then put the 
sleeve on and see the temperature decrease.  
[B] One wire and add insulation with a quick response, or a thermal imaging camera where you 
could see the heat coming off in different colors.  
[C] It would be even more convincing if after seeing the temperature drop with the insulation on, 
he could take the insulation off and see the temperature rise again.   
[D] Digital readout that is connected to the actual device such as a thermocouple soldered onto the 
wire/pipe instead of a separate temperature measuring device.  

































1 || 6% 8 1 1 6 9 3 3 3 4 3 1
2 |||||||| 16% 10 10 10 10 9 5 4 4 2 2 2
3 |||| 8% 9 3 7 3 9 3 4 2 3 5 3
4 || 4% 7 1 1 3 9 3 4 1 1 2 4
5 |||| 10% 5 4 7 8 9 3 0 0 1 5 5
6 | 3% 5 1 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 6
7 || 5% 4 1 3 6 9 2 3 2 2 3 7
8 || 4% 8 1 1 2 9 2 2 1 0 3 8
9 || 5% 7 2 1 4 9 2 3 3 1 2 9
10 |||| 9% 8 6 7 2 9 4 4 3 4 4 10
11 || 5% 4 2 2 5 9 3 2 2 4 4 11
12 ||| 7% 3 8 4 1 9 5 5 1 4 4 12
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[C] Pugh Matrices for Individual Functionalities 
Table 16. Pugh Matrix for Heated Cylinder Component 











Safe 4 4 5 3 4 3 
Clear Demo 5 2 4 3 4 4 
Portable 5 5 5 3 2 2 
Easy to Operate 3 3 4 3 2 5 
Durable 4 2 4 3 2 4 
Quick Demo 
Time 2 5 2 4 4 3 
Looks 
Professional 2 3 4 3 2 1 
Inexpensive 1 5 3 2 2 2 
 Total 89 108 79 74 83 
 
Table 17. Pugh Matrix for Voltage Source 









Safe 4 3 4 4 3 
Compact 5 3 2 4 5 
Portable 4 3 2 5 5 
Easy to 
Operate 3 2 5 3 2 
Durable 3 4 4 3 2 
Lightweight 4 5 1 4 5 
Looks 
Professional 2 3 5 4 2 
Inexpensive 1 3 2 4 4 
 Total 83 81 102 94 
 
v 
Table 18. Pugh Matrix for Insulation 
Criteria Weight (1-5) Teflon Cotton Asbestos Foam Ceramic 
Safe 4 5 5 1 5 5 
Durable 3 5 3 2 3 4 
Portable 4 4 4 3 4 3 
Easy to Install 3 4 2 2 4 2 
Thermal Conductivity 5 4 1 4 1 4 
Lightweight 4 3 5 3 4 3 
Looks like insulation 3 2 4 3 4 2 
Inexpensive 1 2 4 2 4 2 
 Total 105 87 65 91 89 
 
Table 19. Pugh Matrix for Displayed Measurement 
Criteria Weight (1-5) 
Heat Flux 
Sensor Thermocouple Thermistor 
Electrical 
Resistance 
Easy to Use 4 4 5 3 2 
Durable 3 4 4 3 4 
Portable 3 4 4 5 4 
Convincing to 
Students 5 3 5 4 3 
Inexpensive 3 3 3 5 4 
Robust 4 2 4 3 3 












[F] CAD Drawing Package 
 
  
























































































































































































































[G] Supplemental Worksheet and Solutions 
 
Name: ______________________________   Date: ______________  Section: ______ 
Critical Radius of Insulation In-Class Demo 
Supplemental Worksheet 
Given: 
mCalrod = 2.34 g Cp-nichrome = 450 𝐽
𝑘𝑔 ℃
 
minsulation = 2.5 g Cp-sys = 1244 𝐽
𝑘𝑔 ℃
 
LCalrod = 6.35 cm 
rCalrod = 1.59 mm kPLA = 0.13 𝑊
𝑚∗𝐾
 




1. Determine the critical radius of insulation. How could we adjust the current 







rcritical = 6.84 mm 
The heat transfer could be maximized by increasing the radius of the current 
insulation to ~7mm. 
 
2. Determine the final temperature of the bare rod. Draw a heat loss diagram and 
thermal circuit. Ignore radiation. Does the theoretical value match the 







0.49𝑊 =  
𝑇𝑓−𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 − 20℃
1
19 𝑊𝑚2𝐾 (2𝜋 ∗ .00159𝑚 ∗ .0635𝑚)
 
 
Tf-bare = 60.7 °C 
Recorded Data: 
Ti-insulated = _______ ℃  Ti-bare = ______ ℃ 
Tf-insulated = _______ ℃ Tf-bare = ______ ℃ 
Pinsulated = _______ W Pbare = ______ W 
Demo Run Time = __________ min 
xxi 
  











0.49𝑊 =  
𝑇𝑓−𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 20℃
ln ( . 004m. 00159m)
2𝜋 ∗ .0635𝑚 ∗ 0.13 𝑊𝑚𝐾
+ 1
19 𝑊𝑚2𝐾 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .004𝑚 ∗ .0635𝑚
 
 
Tf-insulated = 44.9 °C 
 
4. Determine the time constants for both systems using 𝜏 = 𝑚𝑐𝑝𝑅𝑡ℎ. Did the 
demonstration run long enough for both values to reach steady state? (Use Cp-sys 
for the insulated rod) 
Bare: 
𝜏 = .00234 ∗ 450 ∗
1
19 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .00159 ∗ .0635
 
𝝉 = 87 s or 1.5 min 
 
Insulated: 
𝜏 = (. 00234 + .0025) ∗ 1244 ∗ (
1
19 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .004 ∗ .0635 +
ln ( . 004. 00159)
2𝜋 ∗ .0635 ∗ .13) 
𝝉 = 274 s or 4.6 min 
 




Name: ______________________________   Date: ______________  Section: ______ 
Critical Radius of Insulation In-Class Demo 
Supplemental Worksheet 
Given: 
mCalrod = 2.34 g Cp-nichrome = 450 𝐽
𝑘𝑔 ℃
 
minsulation = 2.5 g Cp-sys = 1244 𝐽
𝑘𝑔 ℃
 
LCalrod = 6.35 cm 
rCalrod = 1.59 mm kPLA = 0.13 𝑊
𝑚∗𝐾
 




1. Determine the critical radius of insulation. How could we adjust the current 







rcritical = 6.84 mm 
The heat transfer could be maximized by increasing the radius of the current 
insulation to ~7mm. 
 
2. Determine the final temperature of the bare rod. Draw a heat loss diagram and 
thermal circuit. Ignore radiation. Does the theoretical value match the 







0.49𝑊 =  
𝑇𝑓−𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒 − 20℃
1
19 𝑊𝑚2𝐾 (2𝜋 ∗ .00159𝑚 ∗ .0635𝑚)
 
 
Tf-bare = 60.7 °C 
Recorded Data: 
Ti-insulated = 19 ℃   Ti-bare = 19 ℃ 
Tf-insulated = 46 ℃  Tf-bare = 60 ℃ 
Pinsulated = 0.49 W  Pbare = 0.49 W 
Demo Run Time = 20 min 
xxiii 
  











0.49𝑊 =  
𝑇𝑓−𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 20℃
ln ( . 004m. 00159m)
2𝜋 ∗ .0635𝑚 ∗ 0.13 𝑊𝑚𝐾
+ 1
19 𝑊𝑚2𝐾 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .004𝑚 ∗ .0635𝑚
 
 
Tf-insulated = 44.9 °C 
 
4. Determine the time constants for both systems using 𝜏 = 𝑚𝑐𝑝𝑅𝑡ℎ. Did the 
demonstration run long enough for both values to reach steady state? (Use Cp-sys 
for the insulated rod) 
Bare: 
𝜏 = .00234 ∗ 450 ∗
1
19 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .00159 ∗ .0635
 
𝝉 = 87 s or 1.5 min 
 
Insulated: 
𝜏 = (. 00234 + .0025) ∗ 1244 ∗ (
1
19 ∗ 2𝜋 ∗ .004 ∗ .0635 +
ln ( . 004. 00159)
2𝜋 ∗ .0635 ∗ .13) 
𝝉 = 274 s or 4.6 min 
 
Since the demonstration ran for 15 minutes, both values reached steady state. 
xxiv 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































[J] Operator’s Manual 
Instructions for configuring procured electrical components can be found by reading the attached 
user manuals for each device. However, all components should be already configured to the proper 
settings and this would only be necessary if the user wanted to alter the demonstration. 
Safety Risks 
1. Uninsulated Calrod heater will reach a temperature of around 65°C if the experiment is run 
correctly. This temperature will not immediately burn skin but can cause injury if it is held 
onto for longer durations. 
a. To reduce this risk, keep the voltage supplied to the heaters 11V or less, at higher 
voltages the heaters can warm up to much higher temperatures and cause serious 
burning. During experimentation keep hands away from heaters and the back panel 
of the enclosure closed until power supply is turned off and heaters return to room 
temperature. 
2. There is also an electrical hazard to this demonstration since it needs to be plugged into the 
wall. Any exposed lead wires carrying a voltage can cause serious harm to the operator. 
a. To reduce this safety risk visually inspect that there are not any bare wires on the 
apparatus and keep the voltage supplied by the power supply at 20V or less. 
3. The outside corners of the design have the potential to cut or harm someone if they are not 
careful while handling the device. 
In-Class Demonstration Instructions 
1. Place apparatus on a flat surface that is in plain view of the students. 
2. Remove power supply from holster on the side of the enclosure and place next to enclosure 
facing the class. 
3. Visually inspect that all cables inside the enclosure are connected and there are not any 
exposed wires. Also ensure both thermocouple wires are secured to their respective 
cylinders. 
4. Plug power supply power cable into nearest wall socket in the classroom. 
a. Caution: place the apparatus close enough to the socket so that the cable does not 
cause a tripping hazard. 
5. Set power supply to 20 volts and turn it on. 
6. At this point the both voltage regulators and thermocouple displays should turn on and light 
up with their respective displays. 
7. Set voltage regulators to each supply 11V to their respective Calrod heaters. 
8. Simultaneously press the power button on both voltage regulators, the actual supplied 
voltage and current should then appear on this display.  
xxvii 
9. Within 10 seconds the temperatures on the thermocouple displays should begin to increase. 




1. Ensure the power supply is turned off and unplugged. 
2. Use plastic lever that came with displays to remove lead wires and thermocouple wires 
from the thermocouple display. 
3. Push in tabs on panel mounting device that and pull all the way off of the thermocouple. 
4. Pull display out of the front of the enclosure 
5. Perform steps 2-4 in reverse with replacement thermocouple display. 
a. Note: replacement thermocouple display must be same model as the original, since 
acrylic was cut based off of original display dimensions. 
Voltage Regulators: 
1. Ensure the power supply is turned off and unplugged. 
2. Push voltage regulator out of the front of the enclosure and flip upside down so that the 
terminal block screws are face up. 
a. Note: this component is only held in with friction, so only a gradual force is required 
to push out. 
3. Unscrew all terminal block screws and remove all 4 wires from voltage regulator. 
4. Perform steps 2-3 in reverse with replacement voltage regulator. 
a. Note: replacement thermocouple display must be same model as the original, since 
acrylic was cut based off of original display dimensions. 
Thermocouples: 
1. Ensure the power supply is turned off and unplugged. 
2. Use plastic lever to remove both wires connected to the thermocouple display. 
3. For Bare Calrod heater: peel off copper tape then remove thermocouple end from cylinder. 
4. For Insulated Calrod heater: gently slide off insulation material  then remove thermocouple 
end from cylinder. 
Calrod Heaters: 
1. Ensure the power supply is turned off and unplugged. 
2. Remove both positive and negative Calrod heater leads from the voltage regulator using 
the technique described in Voltage Regulator section. 
3. Unscrew both M3 nuts and bolts. 
4. Carefully pull heater away from support and lead wire through the acrylic hole. 
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